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Abstract

The ubiquitous expansion and transformation of the energy supply system involves large-scale
power infrastructure construction projects. With more than a million dollars of investment
per kilometre, planning authorities aim to minimise the resistances posed by multiple stake-
holders, including for example environment protection and distance control. Mathematical
optimisation research offers efficient algorithms to compute globally optimal solutions for
least-cost transmission line routing based on geographic input data.
We propose a framework, PowerPlanner, that utilizes a graph model where vertices represent
possible locations of power transmission towers and edges are placed according to the feasi-
ble distance between neighbouring towers. Our experiments show that compared to previous
work our approach reduces the resistances by more than 10% in feasible time, while at the
same time offering much more flexibility and functionality.
As part of the computational framework, we developed and analyzed new algorithms to
cope with the challenges arising in linear infrastructure layout: First, we introduce a variant
of the Bellman-Ford algorithm that efficiently computes the minimum-angle shortest path.
Furthermore, we discuss and analyse methods to output several diverse path alternatives,
and last provide a method to optimise the pylon height in complex terrain. Apart from some
problems that are shown to be NP-hard, we prove efficient runtimes for the implemented
approaches.
Finally, our methods are demonstrated in a simple and intuitive graphical user interface. All
code is available at https://github.com/NinaWie/PowerPlanner.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

The layout of power transmission lines has always been a contentious topic involving many
stakeholders. In the context of climate change it has become even more pressing, since huge
infrastructure is required to serve the energy demands reliably. With planning authorities aim-
ing at minimal costs, environmentalists criticizing the impact on conservation areas and bird
mortality and local residents opposing huge visible infrastructure, the planning of power lines
has fittingly been called a ”field of tension”[13].

Power grid planning has come to the fore in recent years due to necessary changes in energy
supply in times of climate change. Since renewable energies are more location-bound than con-
ventional energies, their expansion requires extensive adaptation and enlargement of power grids,
as analyzed in [67], [7] (focused on India) and [70] (in Greece). On the other hand, climate change
also directly affects power infrastructure with the increase in frequency and severity of extreme
weather events [36]. Panteli and Mancarella [76] argue that extreme weather strongly impacts
power infrastructure, as it can be accounted for 80% of large-scale power outages from 2003 to
2012 [59]. It is therefore widely recommended to modernize power infrastructure with respect
to this aspect [22, 101]. The European Union has reacted to the new demands with the intro-
duction of a Ten-Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP), which is updated every two years
and identifies necessary investments in all EU-transmission networks. The TYNPDF 2014 for
example lists required expansion projects of around 50,000 km overall length, where 80% directly
or indirectly target the integration of renewable energies [35, 66]. With an estimated cost of
1.5 million euros per km [97], this leads to investments of approximately 75 billion euros just for
EU-infrastructure within the next ten years.

Considering this huge scale of ongoign and future power infrastructure projects, it is more im-
portant than ever to optimize the planning process. While in practice the planning process is
still often highly manual, possible approaches towards the optimal layout of power lines have
for a long time been discussed in the literature. Early work include research by Popp et al.
[78], Ranyard and Wren [79] and Mitra and Wolfenden [71] that regard pylon height optimiza-
tion and construction constraints, whereas later the focus shifted to route selection with respect
to environmental aspects [104] and other geographic features. Now, there exists extensive anal-
ysis covering all aspects of transmission line planning [60, 57], ranging from design to material
selection and construction. Most of these works regard the planning process as a communicative
process, a discussion of stakeholders and planners, or in other words as a typical multi-criteria
decision analysis (MCDA) [68] with geographic information system (GIS) data. Research on
transmission line planning thus focused on simplifying and accelerating the discussion between
experts. For example, Bevanger et al. [13] and [12] suggest the Delphi process [99] as a MCDA
method for criteria selection, where experts rank criteria in several workshops. Grossardt et al.
[44] take a more mathematical approach with the proposal of Analytic Minimum Impedance
Surface, where criteria are weighted to form a map of summarized resistances, but as in [72] the
exact route is finally determined in a compromise-seeking discussion process.

However, in the end the optimal placement of power lines is a combinatorial problem, when
provided with appropriate GIS data. While MCDA always constitutes at least the first step in
the planning process - a step necessary to define the input data in the form of weighted criteria
- the use of appropriate software and optimization algorithms is at least as important as the
MCDA process, in particular during the current efforts to expand the power grid in the most
cost- and time-efficient way. Besides software such as the one provided by ArcGIS [34], there has
been extensive literature on finding the least cost path in the context of (power) infrastructure
planning. In the large majority of cases, so-called raster-based approaches are employed, where
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1 Introduction

the area is rasterized and each cell is assigned a cost or resistance according to the considered
criteria. Bagli et al. [9] evaluate the output of GIS-software for least-cost paths in an iterative
multi-criteria analysis. Bevanger et al. [13] worked on environment-friendly power-line routing
with the Norwegian Institute for Nature Research (NINA), developing a least-cost path (LCP)
toolbox published later by Hanssen et al. [46, 47]. Similarly, Monteiro et al. [73] and de Lima
et al. [23] describe algorithms that partly even consider the slope of the terrain and costs on
direction change [73].

Despite these advances on optimal power infrastructure layout, all approaches listed above suffer
from a common drawback, namely that they only compute a shortest path through a regular grid
where each cell is connected to its 8-neighborhood. Pylons and cables are not differentiated in the
optimization process, but instead the transmission line is viewed as a homogeneous path through
a resistance raster. This approach might be appropriate for infrastructure such as pipes where
all crossed locations are equally affected, but for power lines the cost of placing a pylon can differ
significantly from the cost of traversing a cell with a cable. It might even be impossible to place
a pylon in one location, while it is not problematic if the same spot is between two pylons and
traversed by the cable. Thus, a globally optimal solution with minimal costs can only be achieved
with an approach that optimizes the placement of pylons directly, instead of finding a good path
and spotting pylons only as a second step. Shandiz et al. [89] compare route-generation methods
including raster and vector based systems, and conclude that conventional LCP methods are not
necessarily optimal, while non-corridor methods tend to find the least-resistance alternative in
most cases.

On top of that, an additional challenge in power infrastructure planning is the avoidance of
angles on the route, since they induce additional costs and electrical resistance. Even if angles
are actually taken into account in a LCP computation through a grid, they do not directly
resemble the final angles between pylons. More often, angles are only reduced by applying a
straightening of the route after the optimization, clearly leading to suboptimal solutions.
One of the rare proposals of graph-based and angle-constrained shortest path computation or at
least refinement is given by Santos et al. [87], who first compute a wide corridor, but then define
possible pylons as vertices and cables as edges. Building up on work of Piveteau et al. [77], they
construct the line graph in this corridor to account for costs on the angle between edges. This
graph representation and the integration of angle costs are important steps towards optimized
pylon spotting, but leave room for improvement with respect to computational efficiency.

Contribution. Here, we aim to fill this gap with an efficient framework for the automatic and
optimal placement of pylons for power transmission lines. Given geographic data as input, the
setting is modeled as a graph, where each raster cell is represented by a vertex, and two vertices
are connected if and only if their potential pylons could be connected by a cable. Based on
this model, various shortest path algorithms are implemented, compared and adapted, and novel
methods are developed to cope with the challenges specific to linear infrastructure layout. In
detail, the framework offers the following functions:

• Computation of the least cost path from source to destination with given (possibly different)
cable and pylon resistance values1 and cost category weights.

• Support for penalizing angles (or possible other costs on two adjacent edges) efficiently,
omitting the need for larger graph representations.

1The term ”resistance” is used interchangeably with ”cost” here and thus does not refer to electrical resistance.
Instead, it denotes the summarized resistance of several geographic layers.
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• Implementation of several algorithms to compute a set of k paths that are short but also
diverse among each other according to a suitable metric. This is beneficial for planners to
compare and analyse alternatives in different regions.

• Possibility to consider constraints caused by the sag of the cable in complex terrain.

• Visualization of pareto-optimal paths with varying cost weights, allowing insights into the
sensitivity to the input parameters.

The PowerPlanner framework was developed in collaboration with Gilytics, a software company
providing optimization and visualization software for linear infrastructure planning. With the
data provided by Gilytics we were able evaluate our framework on realistic power infrastructure
projects. In addition to the computational framework, the runtime and optimality guarantees
are discussed for the proposed algorithms. Most importantly, it is proven that a shortest path
with angle costs can be computed efficiently: In contrast to the computation in a line graph as in
[87, 77] that utilizes memory of md edges (for a d-regular graph with m edges) and thus performs
O(mdn) operations in the Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm, our algorithm only requires as
much space as the normal graph (O(m)). With a linear angle cost function the runtime also
decreases to O(mn · log d2).

Here, we present the framework in detail in the following steps: First, we discuss related work and
introduce the problem statement, setting and notation. Second, the system with its component
and engineering challenges is presented in section 3, and an overview of methods is given. The
implementation is evaluated in experiments on three diverse project instances in subsection 3.3.
Section 4 provides an in-depth description of the novel algorithms for minimal-angle shortest
paths as well as a theoretical analysis of the efficiency of these algorithms, while section 5 covers
implementations and analysis of approaches towards computing k diverse shortest paths. Further
theoretical results in the context of power infrastructure planning are given in section 6, before
presenting a proof-of-concept user interface in section 7. Last, the contributions and limitations
of the proposed framework are discussed.
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2 Problem statement

2.1 Background

Power infrastructure layout Although the planning process for power infrastructure is often
highly manual even nowadays, attempts on the automation of transmission line planning date
back to the start of using computers in research. In 1963, Popp et al. [78] presented very early
work on optimal tower placement and even the selection of pylon heights based on the line sag
and terrain. Similarly, [71] already proposed in 1968 to use the Bellman Ford shortest path
algorithm for transmission line layout. They formulate the task as an optimal selection of tower
locations out of a given set of test towers.

Later, the work on power infrastructure planning diverged, partly viewing the problem as a com-
municative process of experts from geography and engineering, others developing optimization
methods. Regarding the former, an example was termed ”Analytic Minimum Impedance Sur-
face” [44]: Environmental, engineering and social factors are input by stakeholders, weighted and
traded off, yielding a surface of resistances that is displayed and analyzed in GIS software. An
application of the method is shown in Gill et al. [41]. With respect to optimization problems on
the other hand, research questions range from optimal network layout [39] to so-called structural
optimization [96] that optimizes the construction design of transmission towers to minimize its
weight and cost. We do not go into detail here, since our focus is on the most prevalent use case
in power line planning, namely finding an optimal route from a given start to target location in
a restricted region.

Graph-based modeling of infrastructure layout A natural approach to optimal transmis-
sion line layout is to apply shortest path algorithms from graph theory. Note that we use the
terms ”least cost path” and ”shortest path” as well as ”cost” and ”resistance” interchangeably,
since a shortest path minimizes the encountered resistances and thereby reduces the involved
costs for planning and construction.
Graph models have been used in linear infrastructure planning for a long time, including applica-
tions on the layout of pipes [28], canals [21] or highways [108]. A graph modelling is particularly
suitable in the case of power infrastructure due to the difference between pylon-costs (resistance
to place a pylon) and cable-cost (costs to traverse an area with a cable). In contrast to previous
work [73, 102, 105, 63, 112], we aim to explicitly optimize the placement of transmission towers,
instead of computing only a line or ”corridor”. In such approaches, usually the least cost path
is computed in a rasterized graph with edges connecting neighboring cells, i.e. every vertex is
connected to its 8-neighborhood in the plane (see Figure 1b). Our model on the other hand
places edges between distant cells which could possibly be connected by a cable.

Shortest path algorithms In above literature on linear infrastructure layout, standard short-
est path algorithms are frequently used, most prominently Dijkstra’s algorithm [27] or the dy-
namic program proposed by Shimbel [90], Bellman [11], Ford Jr [37] and later Moore [74], known
as the Bellman-Ford (BF) algorithm. Although Dijkstra’s algorithm is more time-efficient in
most cases (O(m · log n) versus O(m · n) for a graph with n vertices and m edges), BF can be
preferable for large scale infrastructure layout for the following reasons:

• The runtime of BF can be reduced with prior knowledge about the maximum length of
the path. The parameter n in the runtime O(m · n) refers to the maximal length of the
shortest path, which is much smaller than n in most applications
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2 Problem statement

• BF requires less memory resources, since Dijkstra’s algorithm uses a priority queue while
BF simply updates all edges in each iteration

• BF can deal with negative edge weights which might appear in geographic data2 if not
normalized appropriately

• BF can be parallelized well

More generally, the shortest path problem can be expressed as a linear program. Let c(e) be
the weight on an edge e = (u, v) in a graph G = (V,E). Then the variables D[u] represent the
respective distances from the source vertex s to vertex u, where t is the target vertex. The linear
program is given by

maximize D[t]

s.t.

D[v] ≤ D[u] + c(e) ∀e = (u, v) ∈ E
D[s] = 0

Notably, a feasible dual of the linear program corresponds to an upper bound on the length
of the path, and thus also to a consistent heuristic for the A∗ algorithm [50], a path search
method that is oftentimes preferred over Dijkstra or BF, particularly in robotics. Linear or
integer programming formulations are used to solve or approximate several important variants of
the shortest path problem, and is for example mentioned below in the context of the Quadratic
Shortest Path Problem (subsection 4.1).

The main challenge in using graph models for power infrastructure layout is that one must allow
for possibly enormous graphs, since regions of several hundred kilometers are traversed. Since
similar problems appear in applications on road networks, there exists extensive work on the
optimization of shortest path queries in large graphs. An overview of early speed-ups of route
planning is provided in Delling et al. [24]. Later, Geisberger et al. [40] introduced Contraction
Hierarchies, a method that iteratively replaces the least important node by shortcuts and retains
sparsity of the graph. Others have proposed distance-lookup-based methods that require more
space but less query-time, most importantly hub labeling [2, 3], the fastest existing algorithm
for road networks. For a summary and discussion of available speed-up techniques, please refer
to [10]. However, these methods are not as well-suited for transmission line planning where
the source and target vertex are fixed. In such a setting it is not conducive to use a contraction
process that only improves the query time in an all-pairs-shortest-path setting, instead of a single
shortest path computation.

An entirely different formulation is given by [91] who suggest to optimize transmission line
planning by finding a least cost corridor of certain width. Shirabe [92] proposes to transform the
raster grid into a graph where each node represents a neighborhood, and they achieve an efficient
representation whose size does not exceed the size of the initial grid. Although planning agencies
in the power infrastructure industry might be interested in such techniques since traditionally
they often employ two-stage processes where an optimal corridor is found as the first step, we do
not go into detail here because our work aims at a globally optimal transmission tower placement.

9
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(a) Our graph model (b) Grid-model often used in power infrastructure planning

Figure 1: Graph models for power infrastructure layout. b) In related works, often simply the path through a
grid is computed, and the pylons are spotted as a second step. Vertices are placed in each cell of the raster, and
edges are placed between each pair of vertices with distance between dmin and dmax. Each vertex corresponds
to a coordinate location l(v) corresponding to a geographic location. Here, edges are restricted to the ones with
sufficiently low angle to the straight line between s and t, thereby yielding a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

2.2 Graph model setup and notation

Graph model. In the PowerPlanner framework, all possible transmission line routes are mod-
elled in a graph G = (V,E) with n := |V | vertices and m := |E| directed or undirected edges.
Figure 1a visualizes the graph layout. Each vertex is one cell in the raster, i.e. there exists a
bijective function l : V → N × N, such that l(v) outputs the set of raster coordinates modelled
by vertex v. Thus, by l−1(x, y) we denote the vertex representing the cell at coordinates x, y. In
the following, if not noted otherwise, s ∈ V always denotes the source vertex and t the target.
Furthermore, edges are placed between each pair of possible neighboring pylons in a transmission
line. Specifically, the neighborhood of a pylon (or vertex) is restricted to a range of distances,
dmin to dmax. For example, in a raster with 10m resolution, realistic values are dmin = 15 and
dmax = 25, corresponding to a minimum of 150m and a maximum of 250m of cable separating
two pylons. Translated to the graph setting, we compute a ring of raster cells as the neighbors
of vertex v, such that

E = {(u, v) | dmin ≤ ‖l(u)− l(v)‖ ≤ dmax}.

Note that the graph is therefore regular, when ignoring instance boundaries.

While the most general setting is an undirected graph, with simplifying assumptions one can
model the problem as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (V,A). The runtime for shortest path
algorithms in DAGs is linear and thus significantly shorter, and the necessary assumptions do
not seem too restrictive: A maximal angle deviation θα can be defined as the maximum angle
between the vector ~a representing an arc a ∈ A and the straight line vector connecting s and t,
~ζ = l(t)− l(s). Then

A =
{

(u, v) | dmin ≤ ‖l(u)− l(v)‖ ≤ dmax ∧ cos
( ~a · ~ζ
‖~a‖‖~ζ‖

)
< θα

}
2a negative weighting could indicate that it is beneficial to place a transmission tower in this location, e.g.

close to a highway
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2 Problem statement

This definition is based on the assumption that in power infrastructure layout it is very unlikely
that a tower is placed ”behind” another one in a transmission line from s to t. If θmax < π

2 , then
the graph is a DAG, since the outgoing edges of each vertex are the ones on the semicircle ring
directed towards the target (see Figure 1a).

Edge costs. The input data consisting of diverse geographic raster layers is summarized in a
”resistance” or ”cost surface” C (subsection 3.1). In general, there can be two separate resistance
maps: Cp is the pylon resistance, such that Cp[x, y] is the resistance to place a transmission tower
at the raster coordinates (x, y). On the other hand, Ce[x, y] is the cost to traverse the raster cell
at (x, y) with a transmission cable. In a typical application scenario, the values in Ce are much
lower than the ones in Cp. In practice, one might simply approximate the costs as Ce = Cp
and only weight the edge costs by we ∈ [0, 1] in the shortest path computation (see below) since
higher pylon resistance (e.g. for environment protection) usually imply higher cable-traversal
costs.

In the graph model, Ce and Cp are combined in the edge cost. However, in order to compute
the cable cost, the location of the cable (a straight line) above a discrete raster of cells must be
approximated. For this purpose we utilize the Bresenham line [15], a well-known line drawing
algorithm developed for computer graphics, since a line formed of pixels resembles the cells
crossed by a power line. The algorithm is comparably efficient, but in the graph model presented
here it is only computed once for each feasible neighbor shift (lines from s to the green vertices
in Figure 1a), and can then be shifted to all other vertices. The computation of the Bresenham
line Me for an edge e = (u, v) yields a set of coordinates corresponding to the raster cells on the
line, formally Me = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xd, yd)}. Me does not include the pylon locations, i.e.
l(u), l(v) /∈ Me. There are many possibilities to combine pylon and cable costs, and we define a
parameter we in order to offer most flexibility, such that we describes the importance of cable
costs in contrast to pylon costs. Furthermore, we compute the cable cost of an edge by averaging
the cell-wise values of Ce, in order to yield a value in a comparable range as the pylon cost. The
pylon costs are summed with the weighted average cable-cell cost to yield a single edge cost c(e),
formally

c(e) =
Cp[l(u)] + Cp[l(v)]

2
+ we ·

∑
(x,y)∈Me

Ce[x, y]

d
(2.1)

As visualized in Figure 2b, in general we distinguish three different costs: normal pylon resis-
tances, cable resistances (weighted with we) and angle resistances (weighted with wa).

Line graph. In the context of angle minimization in power infrastructure layout, we will also
construct the ”line graph” or ”dual graph” of the above graph. Each edge in the graph G is

(a) The line graph: Each vertex represents an edge and an edge is placed in the line
graph between adjacent edges in the original graph.

1 2 4 3

2 4 2 5

0 1 7 3

5 1 2 2

s

Masten-Widerstände

Variante 1: Hohe Leitungs-Widerstände

Variante 2: Geringe Leitungs-Widerstände

t

1 2 4 3
2 4 2 5
0 1 3 3
5 1 2 2

1 2 4 3
2 4 2 5
0 1 7 3
5 1 2 2

1 2 4 3
2 0 2 5
0 1 7 1
5 1 2 2

3 2 4 3
2 4 2 5
0 1 7 3
5 1 2 2

(b) Pylon, cable and angle costs

Figure 2
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2 Problem statement

represented as a vertex in the line graph L(G), and an edge in L(G) is placed between to vertices
if their corresponding edges are adjacent in G. An example is given in Figure 2a. Formally, the
line graph L(G) = (VL, EL) transforms the graph G = (V,E) in the following way:

VL =
{
ue | e ∈ E

}
EL =

{
(ue, uf ) | e, f ∈ E, e = (−, v), f = (v,−)

}
,

where e = (v,−) denotes an edge from v to any other vertex. For simplicity, we do not distinguish
between directed or undirected graphs here, since the line graph is constructed in the same way.

In the following, the notation introduced in this section is used, as long as not explicitly defined
otherwise.

12



3 A computational framework for power infrastructure planning

3 A computational framework for power infrastructure planning

The proposed PowerPlanner framework proceeds in several steps: First, the input data is pre-
processed to construct a single resistance raster from a set of geographic layers and corresponding
weights. Secondly, a graph is build as described above. Methods are proposed that considerably
reduce the size of the graph by employing an iterative region-restriction scheme. Last, a shortest
path algorithm is applied to find the globally optimal least-resistance-placement of pylons from a
given source to target location. The algorithms, data structures and implementation details will
be outlined in this section, and the methods are evaluated in experiments on real infrastructure
projects.

3.1 Input data and pre-processing

The work presented in this thesis was done in collaboration with Gilytics (https://www.gilytics.
com), a software company providing solutions for transportation and energy infrastructure plan-
ning. Gilytics provided geographic layers L1, · · · , Lk extracted from GIS software which are
two-dimensional binary tif files. Each layer indicates the occurrence of a geographic feature on
a cell, e.g. one layer Li could depict for each cell whether it is part of a forest (Li[x, y] = 1 ⇐⇒
forest exists on cell x, y). In addition, the layers were grouped into cost categories and layer- and
class weights wl, wc were specified in discussions with the involved stakeholders. The number
and type of layers differ between the available instance. For data protection reasons, the project
location and exact details can not be unveiled, but Table 1 provides an overview of specifications
and Figure 3 shows the summarized resistance raster C and an optimal route to place pylons on
the raster. In all further experiments, we refer to these instances by the numbering introduced
here. From Table 1 it is apparent that Instance 1 is a rather small project region leading to

Instance Raster
width

Raster
height

Project region
(not forbidden) d_min d_max #neigh-

bours
Estimated
#edges

Traversing
forbidden

cells

Complex
terrain

1 1300 739 454 392 cells (81%)
45.4 km2 15 25 632 287 175 744 Allowed No

2 3078 3724 1 498 585 (17%)
149.8 km2 35 50 2002 3 000 167 170 Forbidden No

3 3120 2092 3 574 446 (57%)
357.4 km2 15 25 632 2 259 049 872 Forbidden Yes

Table 1: Instance properties, sizes and parameters: All numbers refer to a raster with a size (resolution) of 10
times 10 meters for one cell. Three real-life projects were used for our experiments. It is apparent that both the
size of the project regions as well as the number of feasible pylon neighbors determines the graph size.

a graph of only 454,392 vertices, whereas the graphs of Instance 2 and 3 at high resolution
have billions of edges. Instance 2 traverses a huge region but the project region is restricted
to a narrow corridor (Figure 3b). The number of edges is nevertheless enormous because of the
higher distance bounds (dmin = 350, dmax = 500)3. Instance 3 is the only instance traversing
complex terrain of significantly varying altitude. Instance 1 and 3 have four and three cost
categories respectively, whereas no clear categories were specified for Instance 2. In short, the
high diversity of instances verifies the ability of our framework to cope with different requirements
and features.

3Each vertex in the graph is connected to its feasible neighboring pylons, which are all the ones in the ring
between dmin and dmax. Since the area of a circle increases quadratically with the radius, also the number of
edges is approximately quadrupled when doubling the radius
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(a) Instance 1 (b) Instance 2 (c) Instance3

Figure 3: Resistance rasters C and optimal paths for each of the three instances. The rasters correspond to
the weighted sum of geographic input layers; overlayed with the forbidden regions F (white). Dark areas are of
low resistance, green-yellow regions of high resistance. The angle-optimal least cost path is shown in red. The
instances are diverse in terms of size, shape and distribution of resistance

.

Data pre-processing. A DataReader class takes care of the pre-processing of all geographic
data. The input to the graph processing framework is a collection of resistances layers L1, . . . , Lk,
grouped into cost classes and with given layer- and category weights (wl, wc). For example,
multiple layers could be part of the category ”environment protection costs”. For simplicity, we
only describe the construction of the pylon resistance raster Cp here; if Ce (the cable resistance)
is different from Cp, the processing steps are analogous.

Two pre-processing methods were implemented: In the first option, the cost surface is constructed
simply by a weighted sum of the layers, multiplied by their category- and resistance weights:

C =
k∑
i=1

wc(Li) · wl(Li) · Li

The second option is visualized in Figure 4. Layers are first grouped into classes or categories
D = {D1, D2, . . . , D|D|}, in order to allow for an analysis and comparison of the respective
category costs of the output path. For example Li : i ∈ Ienv are the layers of environmental cost.
The layers of one class are weighted and added up to yield the class costs CD:

∀D ∈ D : CD = fnorm
( ∑
i∈ID

wl(Li) · Li
)

A normalization function fnorm, here chosen as a min-max scaling, is applied in order to equalize
the value ranges of different categories.
Furthermore, the cost classes are again combined in a weighted sum to yield a two dimensional
cost instance:

C =
∑
D∈D

wc(CD) · CD

Only Instance 2 was pre-processed with the first option (simple weighted sum, no category-wise
processing); Instance 1 and 3 are processed as shown in Figure 4 (second option).

On the other hand, some layers do not define a cost, but forbidden areas where no pylons can be
placed, such as conservation areas. The intersection of the set of forbidden layers F yields the
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cultural technical planning

Normalization:

Figure 4: Data pre-processing: raster data extracted from GIS-software is grouped in given categories, and
within each category a weighted sum of layers is computed and normalized to values between zero and one. Last,
the category resistance maps are again combined in a weighted sum to yield the complete cost raster C.

hard constraint raster
F =

⋂
L∈F

L .

If the forbidden areas can not be traversed with a cable, C and F can be merged by placing
infinity costs in locations in C that are forbidden by F .

3.2 Computational methods and implementations

The computational framework was implemented in Python 3 and is available on GitHub (https:
//github.com/NinaWie/PowerPlanner). The code structure is presented as a UML diagram
in Figure 5. The left side present the baseline algorithms, including all classes inheriting from
GeneralGraph, and implementing a normal graph and a line graph representation of the planning
problem. The right side on the other hand shows the ImplicitLG, our own implementation of
the proposed angle-cost shortest path algorithm.

3.2.1 Basic graph models

First, the class GeneralGraph functions as an interface to the python package graph-tool.
The graph-tool library was chosen for its performance that is comparable to pure C++, as
all core functions are implemented in C++ and it relies on the Boost Graph Library. Here,
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RandomLineGraph

+ set_corridor()

NormalKSP

+ shortest_path_tree()
+ find_ksp()
+ dispersion_ksp()

RandomNormalGraph

+ set_corridor()

NormalGraph

- compute_edges()

+ set_corridor()
- set_edge_costs()
+ set_shift()
- add_edges()
- get_shortest_path()
+ single_sp(config)
+ sp_trees(config)

GeneralGraph

+ cost_instance: 3D array
+ hard_constraints: 2D array
+ graph: graph-tool or networkx
              Graph object
+ cost_classes: list
+ cost_weights: list

+ set_corridor()
- set_edge_costs()
- set_shift()
- add_nodes()
- add_edges()
+ single_sp(config)

ImplicitLG

+ instance_layers: 3D array
+ edge_instance: 3D array
+ instance: 2D array
+ hard_constraints: 2D array
+ dists: 2D array
+ preds: 2D array

AngleKSP

+ graph: ImplicitLG

+ find_ksp_max()
+ find_ksp_mean()
+ corridor_penalizing()
+ dispersion_ksp()
+ greedy_set()

Use

Alternative

+ graph: ImplicitLG

+ path_through_window()
+ replace_edge()

Use

LineGraph

+ angle_tuples: list

- compute_edges() 

RandomGraph

+ set_corridor()

Figure 5: UML class diagram

the graph-tool library is only used in GeneralGraph to build the graph and to run the
Bellman-Ford algorithm described in section 2.1. The computation of required vertices and
edges is however specific to the subclasses NormalGraph and LineGraph which overwrite the
method compute_edges. The normal graph is built as explained in section 2.2 and edge costs
are computed according to Equation 2.1.

In the LineGraph class on the other hand, vertices of the line graph represent an edge of the
normal graph, and an edge is placed between all adjacent edges (see subsection 2.2). In both
cases, the addition of edges is efficiently implemented with numpy arrays: The algorithm only
loops over the neighbor-shifts, i.e. all vectors (sx, sy) such that dmin ≤ ‖(sx, sy)T ‖ ≤ dmax.
In one iteration of the loop, the edges are computed for all vertices and its shifted neighbors
simultaneously, i.e. all edges (u, v) with l(v) = l(u) + (sx, sy). The function numpy.roll is used
to shift the two-dimensional cost instance by sx in x-direction and sy in y-direction. The shifted
costs is then simply summed with the original cost and divided by two in order to yield the edge
costs. The advantage of the LineGraph is that its structure allows to represent angle costs, or
in general any di-edge cost in the original graph. A weight wa describes the importance of the
angle costs with respect to the other resistance values, and an angle constraint δ describes the
maximum feasible angle. Let ê be an edge in the line graph L(G), mapping to the tuple (e, f)
of two adjacent edges in G. Then the new edge cost cL(G) is computed as the previous edge cost
c (Equation 2.1) together with the weighted angle cost ca:

cL(G)(ê) =
c(e) + c(f)

2
+ wa · ca(^(e, f)) .
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Figure 6: Category-wise costs for two shortest path outputs: Crosses show a normal least cost path, computed
with the NormalGraph class. Squares show the optimal angle-cost shortest path, computed with the Line-
Graph class. The colouring shows for example that the technical costs for the NormalGraph path are lower
(in the bottom part) since the route leads along streets, while the angle-penalized path rather follows a straight
line.

Shortest path algorithms. Both NormalGraph and LineGraph call the shortest path
method of GeneralGraph, and respectively transform the output. In the LineGraph it is
necessary to add auxiliary source and target vertices and connect those to all vertices in L(G)
corresponding to outgoing (incoming) edges of the source (target) vertex in G respectively. Fur-
ther, the get_shortest_path method yields a path of vertices in L(G), which are thus converted
to edges in G and transformed to cell coordinates of transmission towers.

Figure 6 shows exemplary outputs of a shortest path computation. Note that the four parts of
the plot show the same paths, but visualized on different cost categories (”cultural”, ”parcel”4,
”planning” and ”technical” costs). The colour of a pylon describes the relative resistance in
this location. The figure compares the costs of a least cost path (LCP) computed with the
NormalGraph class with a LineGraph path that simultanously minimizes the angles. Clearly,
the angle-optimal path accepts higher resistances for the sake of straightening the route (see for
example the parcel or technical cost in the bottom part). The NormalGraph output instead
takes many small turns to place pylons at parcel borders and along roads.

K shortest paths. Furthermore, investors might be interested in comparing a set of k diverse,
comparatively short paths instead of a single shortest path. Theoretical background as well as
details on the algorithms implemented in NormalKSP and AngleKSP are discussed in sec-
tion 5. Most implemented algorithms are based on Eppstein’s algorithm [31] that involves the
computation of two shortest path trees, i.e. the shortest paths from source to all vertices as well
as from the target to all vertices (in the complementary graph of reversed edge directions).
The method shortest_path_tree implements this functionality and yields distance and pre-
decessor maps for both directions. The methods find_ksp and dispersion_ksp subsequently
return a set of sufficiently diverse paths.

4It is beneficial to place transmission towers at the border of parcels in order to reduce the disturbance of
cropland or other land usage
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3.2.2 Implicit line graph

In this work we developed a novel algorithm and graph implementation that we name ”Implicit
Line Graph”, to describe that the size of the graph remains the same and the line graph is
not build explicitly, but instead the angle costs are minimized efficiently with a variant of the
Bellman-Ford algorithm. Our algorithm and theoretical analysis will be explained in section 4.
Regarding the implementation it is important to note that no graph library was used, thus
missing the efficiency of the graph-tool library. Instead, the code was optimized with the numba
package in Python which translates and compiles Python code to C++ at runtime. The graph
itself is not build and stored explicitly; instead, only a dists array stores the distance of each
edge from the source vertex for each edge. During execution of the shortest path algorithm,
the distances are updated and the predecessor of each edge is stored in a preds array. The
utilized data structures exploit the regularity of the graph in power infrastructure layout, where
each vertex has the same number of neighbors if edges in forbidden areas are represented with
infinity cost. To be specific, dists and preds are arrays of size number of feasible pylons ×
number of possible neighbors. ImplicitLG implements similar methods as NormalGraph
and NormalKSP: Neighbors and edge weights can be initialized, and a single shortest path can
be computed, or the two shortest path trees rooted in source and and target vertex.

Diverse and alternative paths An implicit line graph object where both shortest path trees
have been computed can serve as input to the classes AngleKSP or Alternative. The former
implements the same functionality as described above and discussed in section 5, namely the
computation of k diverse shortest paths, whereas the latter is an extension that allows to compute
replacement paths or to force the path through a specified region. Although the replacement path
problem in the literature usually denotes the problem to find shortest paths that avoid each of
the edges on the path, here we only consider the replacement of one edge. The reason is that in
the present application on power infrastructure layout it is not relevant to find a ”robust” path
where any edge can be avoided, but it might indeed be a desired functionality to specify one
component on the path that should be circumvented without the need to recompute the shortest
path. This way, a planning agency might see a critical point on the route and can efficiently
avoid it.

s te
Further edges in

original graph

Cut edges

Replacement
edge

(a) Avoid a region (b) Traverse a region

Figure 7: Methods implemented in the class Alternative: A user can specify an edge on the path that should
be avoided (a) or a region that the path must traverse (b)

.

In the PowerPlanner framework we tackle the single-edge replacement path problem with a
method following for example the work by Kare [58]. Our algorithm utilizes the shortest path
trees Ts rooted in s and Tt rooted in t, and their corresponding predecessor maps Ps and Pt.
The setting is visualized in Figure 7a. Let e = (u, v) be an edge on the optimal path Q that is
to be replaced. Then we consider the set of vertices S in Ts that use e on their shortest path
from s to t (red vertices in Figure 7a). Note that S is itself a subtree of Ts rooted in v. It
then only remains to compute the optimal cut edge of S: As visible in Figure 7a, the cut edges
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coloured in green cover all alternative connections from s to t that circumvent e. The possible
cut edges can easily be determined from Ts. Furthermore, with Eppstein’s algorithm [31] one
can efficiently compute for all edges the distance of the shortest path that uses this edge (details
in algorithm 5). Thus, Eppstein’s algorithm [31] together with one iteration over the edges to
determine the cut edges are sufficient to compute the optimal replacement path.

On the other hand a user can also decide to force a path through a specific region. This function-
ality is useful if prior knowledge is available that is not expressed in the input data, or simply for
comparison. The path_through_window method in the Alternative class implements a further
extension of Eppstein’s algorithm that provides this functionality. Given a window in the raster
or simply a set of vertices, the Eppstein distances of each of these vertices can be compared and
the optimal one selected. The path is subsequently reconstructed from Ps and Pt. An example
is shown in Figure 7b, where the orange path is forced to cross the region marked by the red
window.

3.2.3 Pipelines

Despite efficient representations and processing, the graphs can still become extremely large.
Problematically, an increase in resolution leads to a quartic increase in m, the number of edges,
i.e. a resolution of 10m instead of 20m results in 16 times as many edges. This is due to the
upsampling-caused quadratic increase of the number of cells, which affects both the number of
vertices as well as the number of neighbors of each vertex, because the number of cells in the
rasterized ring between dmin and dmax is increased quadratically.

To decrease the memory requirements and runtime, we suggest to start with a low resolution and
refine the graph only in relevant regions. The procedure can be repeatedly applied to increase
the resolution and decrease the size of the considered region in an iterative process, as visualized
in Figure 8a. The approach is implemented in all graph classes, where the method set_corridor
takes care of downsampling the instance and defining the corridor. A pipeline is a list of tuples of
the resolution r and the corridor width w around the previously path: R = [(r1, w1), . . . (rt, wt)].
For example, in the pipeline R = [(2, 50), (1, 0)] the instance is first scaled down by a factor of
2 (e.g. 20m resolution instead of 10m) and the optimal path P1 is computed. Subsequently,
the corridor is restricted to all cells with less than 50 cells distance from P1, and this time the
instance is not downsampled (factor 1). The shortest path in the corridor is computed and
returned. Note that for efficiency reasons the corridor around the current path Pi is formed by a

(a) Basic pipeline processing (b) Random edge sampling

Figure 8: Pipelines: An instances is downsampled to a lower resolution ri, and the optimal path is found in
this simplified setting. Then a corridor of width wi around this optimal path is selected and the shortest path is
computed on a raster with higher resolution only in this corridor. The steps are executed iteratively until reaching
the highest available resolution.
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morphological operation called binary dilation. Instead of computing the distance to Pi for each
cell, a binary array (where only the cells of Pi are set to one) is convolved multiple times with
an all-ones kernel that marks all surrounding cells of the current path. For details on binary
dilation, see [49].

Watershed Tranform. In the downsampling step of the pipeline described above, neighboring
cells are simply summarized by their mean value. However, it is possible to preserve more
information of the cost surface with image segmentation methods. TheWatershed Transform [16]
is a well-known segmentation algorithm in computer vision, achieving that neighboring pixels
of similar values are assigned to the same segment. First, an edge image is computed with a
gradient-kernel filtering. Seeds for the later segments are distributed in a regular grid. Then,
the image is ”flooded from the seeds”, whereby strong edges (strong differences in value) separate
the ”water pools” (corresponding to segments). After applying the Watershed Transform to the
cost surface, vertices can be placed in the center of each segment, and their cost is the mean
value of its segment. It can be observed that the path costs converge faster to the correct costs
when using a Watershed Transform instead of simple downsampling. The improvement of course
comes at the cost of a longer runtimes for the downsampling step itself.

Random graphs and pipelines. An alternative approach to reduce the number of edges is
(informed) random sampling, such that an edge is only added with probability p. A prior on
the location of edges can be defined, for example with highest probability close to the straight
line between source and target, and with decreasing probability towards the instance boundaries
(Figure 8b). The prior could also be a previously computed shortest path in a random pipeline,
as explained further below.
The class RandomGraph contains methods to set the prior (set_corridor) and to sample
edges, which are used during the respective compute_edge_costs methods of NormalGraph
and LineGraph.

The RandomGraph class provides functionality to randomly sample edges from a given prior
distribution. A pipeline of random sampling is defined by a list Rrandom = [D1, . . . , Dt] where
Di ∈ [0, 1]m×n is an array with values between zero and one defining the keep-probability of
an outgoing edge for each cell. For example, a value in Di could be computed as a normal
distribution (centered on zero) of the distance of the cell from the shortest path. The mean
value, µ(Di), determines the overall expected ratio of kept edges. Edges are sampled accord-
ing to the cell-probability Di in the following manner: For each neighbor-shift (sx, sy), a 2-
dimensional array of uniformly random values A is generated (µ(A) = 0.5). If D̂i

k,l > Ak,l, the
edge

(
l−1(k, l), l−1(k + sx, l + sy)

)
is added to the graph.

The keep-edge-probability can even be set automatically based on a given maximum space ca-
pacity. If a limit on the number of edges is placed, e.g. m ≤ θm, then the mean of the prior
distribution Di is scaled to place an expected maximum of θm edges. This approach is user-
friendly since the user does not have to understand how much memory is required by a graph
of a certain resolution and specific dmin and dmax, but instead only needs to set an upper bound
dependent on his memory resources.

3.2.4 Multi-objective optimization

Transmission line layout clearly presents a multi-objective optimization problem, aiming at the
simultaneous minimization of monetary costs, angles, and GIS-based resistances of various cate-
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Figure 9: Convex envelope of the pareto frontier for multi-objective optimization of three categories. The size of
each bubble corresponds to the unweighted sum of costs. From the pareto frontier one can for example conclude
that planning costs and technical costs can be optimized simultaneously, whereas the trade-offs are significant
between environment and planning costs.

gories. In the PowerPlanner framework, these trade-offs are parametrized with weights, namely
angle (wa), edge (we) and category weights (wc).

In an application, planners might struggle with the exact weight setting, and may be interested
in an analysis of the effects of changes in the parameter setting. Bagli et al. [9] show that ”the
use of different weight scenarios may help making the model adaptable to varying environmental
and social contexts.” Since the solution of a multiple-objective optimization problem can not be
described in a single result, research aims at the computation of the pareto-optimal solutions,
i.e. the solutions where decreasing the cost of one criterion leads to the increase of another one,
such that no strictly better solution in both criteria exists [100, 38]. The set of all such solutions
is the pareto frontier.

Due to numerous applications, many methods were proposed for bi- and multiobjective shortest
path problems [26]. Often, label-setting-type shortest path algorithms are adapted to compute
all pareto-optimal path for the multi-objective [69, 98, 55] and bi-criterion case [94]. However, it
was shown that even for shortest path problems the corresponding decision problem is NP-hard
to solve, namely to determine whether a solution exists that does not exceed any threshold on
the criteria [29]. An efficient fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) was given
by Hassin [51] and improved [32, 65], but these methods rather target the resource constrained
shortest path problem than the computation of pareto-optimal solutions. A practically efficient
approximation scheme for multi-objective shortest path problems was developed by [14] who
even present an application on power infrastructure layout. Other applied work in resource-
constrained or multi-objective optimization, for example [48], iterate through the k shortest
paths until finding feasible or pareto-optimal solutions, and Handler and Zang [45] developed
methods to reduce k in this approach.

Although the computation or approximation of the pareto frontier is hard since even the number
of solutions can be exponential, each minimization of a weighted sum of criteria yields a point
on the convex envelope of the pareto frontier (see for example [88]). For our purposes the
convex points were found to suffice, as they already visualize trade-offs between criteria in power
infrastructure layout. We therefore simply vary the weights of two or three weights systematically,
and visualize the resulting solutions and their corresponding costs.

An example is shown in Figure 9, depicting the effects of the three category weights on planning-,
environmental- and technical costs in instance 3. A red point for example represents a path
computed only on technical costs, i.e. with zero weight on planning and environmental costs.
The size of the point is proportional to the unweighted sum of costs. For example, it is apparent
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that mixtures of higher technical- and environment weighting yield comparably low sums of cost
(not weighted). In the example in Figure 9 it is visible that planning and technical costs can
be minimized simultaneously, while very low environmental resistances lead to high planning or
high technical costs.

3.3 Experiments

We evaluate the implemented methods on the three instances introduced in subsection 3.1. Un-
less noted otherwise, the default parameter settings for each instance are used as listed in Table 5
in appendix A. In consultation with the collaborator Gilytics it was decided for a hyperparameter
setting that allows to process the instances as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The significant
reduction in runtime in a DAG justifies the constraints on the edges, excluding only arcs in
opposite direction to the straight line between source and target. Such turns are highly unlikely
to appear in linear infrastructure layout. Note also that the comparisons below are still fair
because any of the algorithms would (at least in theory) be slower by the same factor if it was
not processed as a DAG. Furthermore, we do not assume a linear angle cost function here which
would lead to further acceleration of the processing in the ImplicitLG class.
All experiments were executed on a compute node equipped with two 64-core AMD EPYC 7742
processors (2.25 GHz nominal, 3.4 GHz peak) and 512 GB of DDR4 memory, clocked at 3200
MHz. Note that no parallelization was used and the runtime in the possibly cyclic case could be
improved with a parallelized implementation of the Bellman-Ford algorithm.

3.3.1 Graph comparison

First, we compute the optimal route from a given source to a given target vertex for all com-
binations of instances and graph implementations, and at 10m, 20m and 50m resolutions. A
comprehensive overview of all results is shown in Table 2. Note that some configurations were
left out (partly empty lines); those are the cases where the graph became extremely large - in the
order of trillions of edges - and could therefore not be processed on consumer hardware anymore5.
However, due to efficient implementations, all cases that can be executed actually run in less
that 7 minutes.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the size of the graphs increase cubically with the resolution,
since both the number of vertices and the number of feasible neighbors increases quadratically.
Table 2 shows that in particular the LineGraph graphs increase significantly in size with in-
creasing resolution, causing two trillion edges already for the smallest instance at 20m resolution.
Figure 10a shows the graph size in log scale for 10m, 20m and 50m resolution. The difference
between the size of NormalGraph or ImplicitLG objects compared to LineGraph objects
is substantial. While with a NormalGraph or ImplicitLG it is feasible to process all exam-
ple instances at 10m resolution if a big RAM is available (2-3 trillion edges), the LineGraph
is clearly restricted to smaller instances and lower resolution. Note that the number of edges
of NormalGraph objects and ImplicitLG objects is equal and the values in Table 2 only
differ due to their internal representation. Also, the runtime of NormalGraph objects and Im-
plicitLG objects is suprisingly similar in some cases, which is however due to implementation

5Instance 3 at 10m resolution for example is modeled by a graph of 2 trillion edges, which corresponds to 2GB
if each edge is stored in one byte. However, the edge cost, distance and predecessor of each edge must be kept in
RAM, and floating points require 8 bytes in Python, leading to a factor of 8 · 3 = 24 more required bytes. The
largest machine available for our experiments thus failed for a graph with more than a trillion edges.
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details. The NormalGraph is implemented with the graph-tool package, which is generally
more efficient, but the shortest path computation is not even the bottleneck: Most time is spent
for building the graph, since the interface between Python (where the edges are defined) and
C++ (where the edges are added to the graph) is slower than the shortest path computation
that is done completely in C++ once the graph is complete. It would be a more fair comparison
to use the structure of the ImplicitLG and compute the shortest path without angle cost, but
here we aimed to compare with an implementation using a widely-used graph library. The actual
efficiency follows from the theoretical analysis in section 4.

Resolution
(meters) Graph model Time (seconds) Number of edges

(in millions) Angle cost Resistance Combined cost

Implicit line graph 409.3 286.3 3.3 8.9 9.2
Line graph 13 621.110

Normal graph 248.8 248.0 8.6 8.7 9.5
Implicit line graph 19.3 18.2 3.3 9.9 10.2

Line graph 2 129.120
Normal graph 16.6 16.0 9.5 9.7 10.5

Implicit line graph 3.6 0.6 2.7 11.0 11.2
Line graph 15.8 9.6 2.7 11.0 11.2

Instance 1
(angle weight: 0.1)

50
Normal graph 0.7 0.5 10.1 10.8 11.7

Implicit line graph 3 001.6
Line graph 4 504 370.910

Normal graph 3 001.6
Implicit line graph 230.3 187.1 6.6 9.8 11.0

Line graph 69 380.720
Normal graph 108.8 152.1 18.0 9.3 12.3

Implicit line graph 7.4 5.4 7.7 10.6 11.9
Line graph 334.3 241.0 7.7 10.6 11.9

Instance 2
(angle weight: 0.2)

50
Normal graph 3.3 4.5 18.1 10.0 13.0

Implicit line graph 2 259.3
Line graph 1 068 835.510

Normal graph 2 259.3
Implicit line graph 144.4 139.8 3.7 5.2 6.3

Line graph 16 295.620
Normal graph 191.2 132.7 37.3 4.2 14.9

Implicit line graph 13.0 4.1 3.2 6.7 7.6
Line graph 191.8 75.2 3.2 6.7 7.6

Instance 3
(angle weight: 0.4)

50
Normal graph 7.7 3.9 48.1 5.0 18.8

Table 2: Comparison of implemented graph algorithms. All values are averages over various parameter configu-
rations. A row that is partly blank indicates that the shortest path could not be computed because of insufficient
memory resources. Both the line graph and the implicit line graph achieve the same improvement in angle cost
while maintaining low resistances. Thereby the combined cost (weighted angle cost plus resistance) is optimized.
However, the size of the line graph is by orders of magnitudes larger than the normal graph, while the implicit
line graph yields an optimal solution with the same space requirement. The higher the angle weight which is
different for each instance, the larger the difference of achieved combined costs.

Meanwhile, the motivation to build a LineGraph was the possibility to minimize angle costs
(see section 4). Figure 10b shows our approach(ImplicitLG) achieves the desired reduction in
angles equally well as the LineGraph that was implemented as a baseline6. Accepting only
slightly higher resistance values, both algorithms substantially reduce the angle costs. Thus, the
combined cost, i.e. the angle weight times the angle cost plus the resistances, is minimized. In
all cases, the sum of resistances is increased marginally (less than 10% for instances 1 and 2,
at most 34% for instance 3), while the angle cost decreases by 50-90%. The decrease of angle
costs is controlled by calibrating the angle weight, which was set to 0.1 for instance 1, 0.2 for
instance 2 and 0.4 for instance 3 after qualitative tests. Therefore the gain in the combined
cost is largest for instance 3: The overall cost achieved by the normal graph is more than twice
as high as for the angle optimization algorithms (see instance 3 in Table 2).

6Note that the difference between angle costs achieved by the line graph and the implicit line graph only stem
from averaging over resolutions, where the missing values for the line graph impact the average (compare Table 2)
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Figure 10: Comparison of graph implementations: A normal graph is efficient but not able to minimize angle
costs (b), while a line graph structure optimizes angles at the cost of significantly higher costs (a). The implicit
line graph combines both advantages.

3.3.2 Comparison to baseline algorithms

In addition to the comparison of different global optimization methods, we were also interested
to contrast our work, the implicit line graph, to previous approaches in the literature. As
explained above, most related works compute a corridor through the resistances and optimize
pylon positions subsequently, instead of computing a globally optimal pylon route as in our graph
model. Thus, we assume as a baseline that only a path through a grid-like graph is computed,
and then the transmission towers are placed on the output path as a second step, similar to the
methods in [73, 102, 105, 63, 112]. In the implementation of this baseline approach we place
edges in the 8-neighborhood of each vertex, resembling a grid structure. We then compute the
shortest path through the grid, which yields a dense path of cells from source to target vertex.
In this optimal ”corridor”, we further use our usual processing to place transmission towers. Note
that here we even optimize the tower placement, although in practice it would often be done
manually after the corridor computation.

Time (seconds) Number of edges
in millions Angle cost Resistance Avg. distance (in m)

to baseline
Max. distance (in m)

to baseline

Baseline 39.8 2.2 9.9 110.6 0.0 0.0Inst. 1 Ours 436.8 276.7 4.7 97.9 422.2 1187.0
Baseline 56.3 3.5 29.5 23.5 0.0 0.0Inst. 2 Ours 155.9 138.1 15.8 18.9 743.7 3078.8
Baseline 20.2 1.4 15.5 13.7 0.0 0.0Inst. 3 Ours 337.3 178.3 11.2 11.4 354.1 1514.9

Table 3: Comparison of our graph modelling to the baseline, a grid-like approach. The better result is marked
bold in each case. Although our approach leads to much larger graphs, the optimal path can still be computed in
minutes and in all cases leads to significantly lower angle and resistance costs, and substantially diverse routes.

Table 3 shows the results for all three instances. Instance 1 was processed at 10m resolution,
instances 2 and 3 at 20m. All results are averages over three runs with varying angle weight
(0, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.3). The angles of the corridor in the baseline approach were also reduced with
our minimal-angle shortest path algorithm to provide a fair comparison with respect to angle
costs.

Obviously, our graphs are much larger than the baseline, by a factor of 40 to 125 dependent
on the resolution and the minimum and maximum distance between pylons. However, all three
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instances can still be processed in less than 10 minutes with the given resolutions7. Most impor-
tantly though, the analysis proves that the costs can be reduced significantly with our approach.
The angles are reduced by around 50% for instance 1 and 2, and 28% for instance 3, and
resistances by 11-22%. Considering that millions are spent on transmission line construction,
these differences are of huge impact. Thus, even an algorithm that takes days but reduces the
resistances significantly is desirably, in particular since the algorithm only needs to be executed
once - after a suitable choice of parameters - during a sometimes years-long planning process.

Figure 11: Average angle costs and the standard devi-
ation over experiments on diverse instances are shown.
In a global optimization, the angle weight can directly
optimize the angles between transmission towers.

Furthermore, we were interested to observe
how much the output paths differ. It turns
out that the optimal path as computed with
our method is on average 422m away from the
baseline path for instance 1, and the largest
distance between both amounts to 1.2km (see
Table 3). Similar and even larger differences
are shown for instance 3 and 2 respectively.
Clearly, a local optimization around the base-
line corridor is not sufficient to yield the opti-
mal path, since it follows an entirely different
route.

Last, besides the averaged results in Table 3
the costs were compared for different angle
weights. In all cases, our computation yielded
strictly better resistance and angle costs than the baseline method. A comparison of the angle
costs is shown in Figure 11. While our approach directly optimizes the angle between pylons, in
the baseline approach the angle weight does not affect the path equivalently, because only the
angles of the corridor are optimized and the pylon spotting leads to different angles than the
angles of the corridor itself. In some cases, a higher angle weight even led to a larger angle cost
in the baseline approach, demonstrating the inability of the corridor-optimization approach to
model the angles between the discrete pylon locations in the end.

3.3.3 Pipeline experiments

Furthermore, we evaluate the ability of iterative approaches to reduce runtime while at the
same time retaining low resistances. First, four different pipeline configurations were tested and
compared to direct path optimization. Here, instance 1 was processed at 10m and instance 2
and 3 with 20m resolution. Four different pipelines are used: [1], [2, 1], [3, 1] and [4, 2, 1]. The
values correspond to the downsampling factors, e.g. in [2, 1] the resolution of the instance is first
reduced by a factor of 2, retaining 25% of the vertices. We automatically compute the corridor
width for later stages of the pipeline to prohibit the graph from exceeding the number of edges
in the first stage8. Pipeline [1] refers to a shortest path computation in a single step and thus
corresponds to the baseline, i.e. a direct execution without pipeline.

Figure 12a demonstrates that the pipeline approach does indeed improve the runtime signifi-
7The runtimes differ slightly from the ones in Table 2 since they were processed at another time and thus at a

different rate of utilization of the processor. Similarly, the resistances are different simply due to another scaling
method that was used (the absolute values are not meaningful)

8In the first stage, the whole instance is considered, so only the sampling factor determines the number of
edges. In later steps the width of the corridor around the currently optimal path can be set to the maximal size
possible that leads to less edges than in the first stage
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3 A computational framework for power infrastructure planning

cantly. The higher the resolution, the larger the difference in runtime between direct and iter-
ative computations. Although the shortest path needs to be computed multiple times (in each
pipeline step), the lower number of edges leads to reduced runtimes for each step. It is however
apparent in Figure 12a that due to its three steps the runtime of pipeline [4, 2, 1] is longer than
the one of [3, 1], even though the latter one uses more edges.
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Figure 12: Evaluation of iterative (pipeline) methods to reduce time and space requirements. The outputs were
computed for three instances with four different pipelines ([1] refers to a direct optimization in one iteration). The
runtime is decreased significantly for all instances when using iterative procedures (a). The space requirements
with respect to the number of edges is even lower. Meanwhile, the resistances increase only marginally as desired.

Meanwhile, Figure 12b shows that the reduction in runtime does not come with substantially
worse resistances. The runtime, the number of edges and costs are shown here as averages over
all instances, but normalized with respect to the baseline pipeline ([1]). For example, pipeline
[3, 1] requires 10% of the original space since in none of its pipeline steps the graph exceeds 10%
of the number of edges in the baseline. Clearly, the path resistances are only slightly larger
on average with low standard deviation (< 0.03), whereas the runtime and space efficiency is
improved by far. For example, for instance 3 the optimal path is found with a third of the
baseline runtime and 8% of the baseline space requirements.

It is thus shown that the application of pipeline approaches is extremely useful for large instances
since it offers a way to process any realistic instance and most probably yields close to optimal
solutions.

Comparison of random and deterministic pipelines. Furthermore, it was explored how
deterministic and randomized pipeline strategies perform in different parameter settings. Because
of the large number of tests, instance 1 was only processed with maximally 20m resolution and
instance 2 and 3 with 50m. We aimed to analyze how much the number of edges and thereby
the memory requirements and runtime can be reduced, while maintaining an output path of
low cost and high similarity with the optimal route. For this purpose, we varied the pipeline
parameters (sampling factors ri and corridor widths wi, or distributions Di) and observed the
achieved path costs after the last pipeline step. In the last step of the pipeline, the output path
is always computed at maximum resolution (20m or 50m), but in a narrow corridor.

Figure 13 and Figure 14 present the results on Instance 1, 2 and 3. In the randomized case,
the values are averages over 30 iterations with the same configuration. The ”ratio of remaining
edges” is the maximum of edges used over all pipeline steps. In contrast to the analysis above,
we did not adapt the width of the corridor to fit the number of edges in the first stage, but set a
parameter γ (in a range from 0.05 to 0.4) which sets an upper bound on the ratio of remaining
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Figure 13: Comparison of pipeline strategies to iteratively refine the path: We evaluate the output path (after
the last stage of the pipeline) by its costs and its intersection with the least cost path. It is apparent that regular
deterministic downsampling methods (yellow and red) outperform randomized strategies (green and blue) on all
instances, even if a good prior is used (green). A prior however does help in the randomized procedure, since
lower costs and higher intersections can be achieved. The watershed transform produces similar results as simple
downsampling.

edges with respect to the baseline. The following configurations were tested, where each value
again corresponds to the downsampling factor: [2, 1], [3, 1], [3, 2, 1], [4, 1], [4, 2, 1], [5, 1], [5, 2, 1].
For example, in a pipeline [3, 2, 1] and γ = 0.2, the instance is downsampled by a factor of 3
in the first step of a deterministic pipeline, or edges are sampled with a probability of 1/9 in a
randomized pipeline. Then, we compute the maximal width that the corridor can have in the
next step, given the constraints that first the instance is only downsampled by a factor of 2 in
the next step and second the number of edges must be below 0.2 · m. Dependent on the first
factor in the pipeline, different γ values are explored because γ ·m must be larger or equal than
the number of edges remaining after the first downsampling step of the pipeline. For random
pipelines, the distribution D was chosen as a Gaussian distribution, centered on the previously
computed path. The scale of the Gaussian is also computed from the sampling factor in a similar
manner as the corridor width in the deterministic case.

Figure 13 in general shows that the deterministic downsampling approach outperforms random-
ized methods slightly. For each instance, the IoU with the optimal path is higher for deterministic
outputs (yellow and red) than for randomized procedures (green and blue). Similarly, the costs
of the former are a bit lower than the average costs of the latter, and sometimes randomized
pipelines lead to a signicant increase of costs (see for example Figure 13b, Instance 2, 10% re-
maining edges). However, in general the costs are less than 10% higher than the optimal costs,
showing that the pipeline approach is able to find good outputs at significantly reduced costs.
In some cases even with 10-15% of the edges the optimal path is found successfully.

Furthermore, we tested different options as introduced above. Firstly, we set a prior on the
distribution of edges in the first stage of the random pipeline. So far, D1 is a uniform distribution
where each edge is equally likely to be sampled. Instead, one can define a prior, for example a
Gaussian centered on the straight line between source and target. The green dots in Figure 13
show randomized pipelines with this prior in contrast to the uniform case (blue). It is visible in
Figure 13a and Figure 14a that a prior does indeed improve the results (compare for example
the green and blue points in Instance 1), but is not sufficient to achieve the same performance as
the deterministic pipeline. Secondly, in the deterministic case we compare normal downsampling
(the replacement of several neighboring pixels by their mean value) to a clustering approach, the
Watershed Transform. As apparent in Figure 14, the Watershed Transform requires more time
and has to be executed in each step of the pipeline, thus increasing the runtime significantly.
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Figure 14: Pipeline comparison by runtime: Clearly, the watershed transform significantly increases the runtime.
A prior improves the ratio of correct computations for random pipelines (a). The costs do not directly decrease
with runtime (see for example b, Instance 2); instead the performance seems to depend largely on the specific
pipeline parameters.

This is however also due to the generally low runtime; if much larger graphs were used, the
downsampling would not be the bottleneck. In Figure 13a it is not clear whether the Watershed
Transform improves the convergence to the ground truth path. Only in pipelines where more
edges are remaining, the Watershed Transform sometimes leads to the optimal path whereas
normal deterministic pipelines do not (compare red and yellow crosses for Instance 2 in the
range of 0.25 ≤ γ ≤ 0.4).

Last, observe in Figure 14 that a larger runtime is only loosely correlated with a better perfor-
mance. The Pearson correlation of the runtime and the ratio of correct outputs (Figure 14a) for
random pipelines is only 0.5. In addition Figure 14b shows that optimal outputs can be achieved
with very low runtime. Note for example that for Instance 2 no reduction in cost with pipelines
of larger runtime is visible. It follows that the specific parameter settings might be as important
as the maximal graph size determined by γ. No significant difference was found between short
and longer pipelines (2 versus 3 stages).

In short, both randomized and deterministic pipeline approaches can compute the optimal short-
est path with low space requirements and runtime, however only with a good parameter config-
uration. The deterministic approach is preferable except for the case that a good initial prior
distribution is known.

3.3.4 Minimum variance shortest path

In power infrastructure planning it can be desirable to avoid regions of high resistances by any
means. In subsection 6.2 we discuss theoretical results on the complexity of the last average
cost path, while simple practical approaches are presented here. Two strategies were explored.
First, regions of high cost were penalized unproportinally by applying a non-linear function to
the resistance values. For example, squaring the resistances yields routes with larger resistance
with respect to the original cost surface, but possibly lower maximum resistance. However, the
function applied to the resistances must be carefully calibrated. Figure 15a examplifies this
approach, demonstrating how low resistances (dark) become unproportionally lower, and how
the path changes accordingly, for example following a street with low resistance.

On the other hand, we propose to lower the maximum resistance appearing on the output path
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Original resistance Resistance by power of 1.5 Resistance by power of 2

(a) Penalizing high resistances (b) Variance lowering by iterative cost thresholding

Figure 15: Two methods are employed to avoid high cost regions: a depicts how high resistance is penalized
by applying a power of 1.5 or 2 to the resistances. The output routes in the modified resistance map tend to
follow roads which stay as the only low resistance areas. b shows how iterative lowering of an upper bound on
the resistances affects the sum of costs and average costs.

in several iterations: In the first iteration, the unmodified resistance instance is input. Let mi

be the maximum cost of the path Pi computed in iteration i, i.e. mi = maxe∈Pi c(e). Then in
iteration i+ 1 all cells of the instance with resistance larger than mi are set to infinity cost. The
path Pi+1 thus has a lower maximum cost than Pi. The last iteration is reached as soon as the
source and target location are not connected anymore due to infinity resistances. Figure 15b
shows the change in maximum and average cost for instance 2 over all iterations. Clearly, the
”variance” defined as the maximum minus the minimum cost is decreasing, but naturally the sum
of costs is increased. The average cost is almost constant.

Figure 16: Layer wise cost comparison: The normal graph uses more roads and less inner parts of parcels for
example, while the angle-penalized path takes less turns but therefore crosses more grassland and parcels
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3.3.5 Geographic analysis and parameter sensitivity

Besides algorithmic work, we provide visualizations to analyze and compare output routes. Such
visualizations can help planners to analyse the results and adjust the layer if needed. Figure 16
for examples compares the layer-wise costs of a path through instance 1 computed with Nor-
malGraph to the ones of an angle-optimal path computed with the LineGraph class (see paths
in Figure 6). It is apparent that the angle-optimal path is less flexible to use parcel borders,
roads and cropland, but the lower resistances of the normal least cost path (LCP) come at the
cost of substantially higher angle cost. Furthermore, the PowerPlanner framework implements
methods to conduct a sensitivity analysis with respect to the layer and category weights. An
example and further details are given in appendix D. The analysis of one instance instance 2
was presented to the client, a planning company, and was received well. Further work could eval-
uate the usability of the framework by conducting a study with experienced power infrastructure
planners.
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4 Efficient algorithms for the angle-cost shortest path problem

An interesting variant of shortest path problems is posed by considering costs or constraints
on the angle between edges. Such di-edge costs can not be represented in the regular graph
structure, and common shortest path algorithms are not directly applicable. Here, we first
discuss previous work on turn constraints and adjacent-edge-costs, in particular the Quadratic
Shortest Path Problem (QSPP)[83]. We then present a novel efficient algorithm to compute the
shortest path with penalized angles.

4.1 Related work: The Quadratic Shortest Path Problem

Only recently the problem of costs on tuples of arcs was formally defined, named the Quadratic
Shortest Path Problem (QSPP) [83]. Together with the regular arc cost c : A −→ R+, a cost on
the interactions of arcs is defined as q : A×A −→ R+, and the QSPP is the problem to minimize
the cost of the shortest path P ∗:

P ∗ = argmin
P

∑
a∈P

(
c(a) +

∑
b∈P

q(a, b)
)

Applications of the QSPP problem include the variance-constrained shortest path [93] relevant
for the transport of hazardous material, or lot-sizing [111] and the vehicle routing problem with
correlated time reliability [84]. If the quadratic costs are constraints rather than costs, the
problem is in practice often solved greedily by enumerating the shortest paths, e.g. with Yen’s
algorithm [109], until a path satisfies the constraint (see for example [93]).

Rostami et al. [83] prove that the general case, where interaction costs appear for any tuple
of edges, is strongly NP-hard by reduction from the Quadratic Assignment Problem. Several
algorithms have been proposed to approximate the general QSPP or solve it exactly. Rostami
et al. [85] give an exact Branch-and-Bound algorithm and several ways to compute lower bounds,
partly based on schemes proposed by Gilmore [42] and Lawler [62]. Hu and Sotirov [54] improve
the approximate algorithms in various relaxations.
The authors of [83] further consider a variant of QSPP where only the interaction costs of
adjacent arcs are nonzero. Crucially, this definition includes the case of angle costs appearing in
the application on power infrastructure layout. The Adjacent QSPP (AQSPP) problem has been
analyzed earlier, for example titled reload cost paths [107] by Amaldi et al. [6], who state that
the reload cost problem is solvable in polynomial time based on a vertex-splitting construction.
Rostami et al. [83] originally provide a second proof that AQSPP is solvable in polynomial time,
using an auxiliary graph that closely resembles a line graph. In a later analysis Rostami et al.
[85] however correct their claim, proving (by reduction from 3SAT) that AQSPP is actually NP-
hard as well. Hu and Sotirov [53] clarify that AQSPP is indeed a polynomial problem in the
case of a DAG and they independently give a another proof on the NP-hardness for AQSPP on
cyclic graphs. Hu and Sotirov [53] further describe special cases that are linearizable, i.e. the
interaction costs can be expressed as regular costs, which for instance applies for regular grid or
hypercube graphs with symmetric weak sum cost-matrix.

It is however important to note that both Rostami et al. [83] and Hu and Sotirov [53] only
regard directed graphs. In the undirected case, at least the proof of Hu and Sotirov [53] for
cyclic AQSPP fails: They reduce from the 2-disjoint shortest path problem (k-DPP) to AQSPP,
because k-DPP is NP-hard in a directed graph even for a fixed k. In an undirected graph k-DPP
is polynomial if k is fixed [43]. Thus, the proof can not be transferred directly to the undirected
case, but obviously this does not conclude anything about NP-hardness.
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Even though it has been shown that AQSPP is NP-hard and a line graph is only sufficient in
a DAG, the line graph has still been used in applications, even in the context of power lines.
Caldwell [17] already proposed such ”pseudo-dual graphs” for turn constraints in 1961. In the
context of infrastructure and transportation networks, the line graph is used to express turn
constraints in [8] and picked up by Winter [106] who summarize approaches and applications in
this context. For example, in road networks only a subset of turns is allowed at each intersection.
Lately, the line graph has even been used in the context of power transmission. Santos et al. [87]
build up on [77] and construct the line graph in a pre-selected corridor.

However, a major drawback of line-graph constructions is that the size of the graph is strongly
increased: An undirected graph with n vertices v1, . . . , vn and degrees di = d(vi) ∀i = 1..n leads

to
n∑
i=1

di(di − 1)

2
edges in the line graph. Less memory-consuming representations have been

found in work on turn constraints in road networks [25], where Dijkstra is modified to consider
turn-tables associated with each vertex, or in robotics [86]. Here, we propose a similar approach
as the latter [86], modifying the Bellman-Ford algorithm to operate on an implicit line graph
that requires no more space than the original graph. We also significantly decrease the number
of operations with an efficient update algorithm.

4.2 Implicit line graph and minimal-angle Bellman-Ford

We propose a variant of the Bellman Ford algorithm, where the distances from the source vertex
are updated in a dynamic program, with the crucial difference that in contrast to the BF algo-
rithm not the distance to each vertex is updated, but to each edge. A cost function c(e) : E −→ R
describes the weight (cost) on each edge, as introduced in 2.2. Furthermore, a cost function for
angle costs ca : [0, 180] −→ R is defined. Note that ca can in principle be any function on a
relation of two adjacent edges e, f ; i.e. the algorithm described in the following can be employed
for any di-edge-constraint and is not restricted to angles. Furthermore, let D denote a distance
map containing the costs from a single source to each edge, i.e. D[e] is the accumulated cost for
the (current) shortest path from the source s to the edge e. D is initialized to infinity for all edges
except for the outgoing edges e = (s,−) of the source s which are set to their respective edge
cost, i.e. D[e] = c(e) ∀e = (s,−). Note that the angle at the source vertex is zero. In addition
to the distance map D, a predecessor map P is defined that stores the optimal predecessor edge
for each edge. If P [e] = f then the shortest path from s to e contains f and f is adjacent to e.

Algorithm 1 outlines the proposed procedure to find an angle-penalized least cost walk on graph
G with source s. Importantly, with a general angle cost function it is possible that detours
or cycles appear on the output path, since problematic angles are avoided with a cycle (see
Figure 17). It will be proven in subsubsection 4.2.1 below that the statement can be extended
to shortest paths with certain requirements on ca.

We define p to denote the maximum length of the shortest walk. It holds that p ≤ |V |, but in
many cases prior knowledge on the instance can be used to require p to be much smaller, leading
to less iterations. The problem setting at each vertex is visualized in Figure 17a: in an update
step, an edge must be assigned an optimal predecessor based on the distance of the predecessor
edge from the source and the angle between both edges. In p iteration, all m edges are updated
by taking the minimum over the distances D of their possibly preceding edges in addition to the
respective angle cost. Formally, the updated cost D[f ] of each outgoing edge f = (vk,−) is

D[f ] = min
i:ei∈E, ei=(−,vk)

D[ei] + c[f ] + ca(〈ei, f〉) .
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Figure 17: a) depicts the problem setting, where the distance D from the source vertex is given for each incoming
edge, and D[f ] is updated as the minimum sum of distance and angle cost c] over all incoming edges. Dependent
on the cost function, the least cost solution might contain cycles (b) or even detours (c), since high angle costs
can be avoided this way. For example, assume the cost of red angles are infinity, the one of a green angle is 0 and
for orange angles it is 1. Then in b) the cycle with cost 2 will be used to avoid the infinity cost angle, or in c) the
edge (v, w) as an outgoing edge first and then the edge (v, t) is updated with (w, v) as its predecessor.

Algorithm 1: Bellman-Ford algorithm with angle constraints
Input: G, es, s, c, ca
// Initialize
D :=∞m;
D[es] = 0;
P [e] = e ∀e ∈ E;
// Run for sufficiently many iterations
for p iterations do

for i← 0 to m do
// get next edge
(vk,−)← ei ;
// Update distance and predecessor map for ei
D[ei] = min

f :f∈E, f=(−,vk)
D[f ] + c[ei] + ca(〈f, ei〉);

P [ei] = argmin
f :f∈E, f=(−,vk)

D[f ] + c[ei] + ca(〈f, ei〉)

end
end

Algorithm 1 formalizes the complete dynamic program. In the following, it is shown that the
guarantees of correctness for the Bellman-Ford algorithm still hold for the proposed variant.

Theorem 4.1. Let et = (−, vt) be any edge in G. Furthermore, let P ∗ be a least cost walk of
length |P ∗| ≤ p from s to vt via et (if it exists), and denote the edges on P ∗ as P ∗ = {e1, ...et}
(t ≤ p).

After p update iterations in algorithm 1,

D[et] = c(e1) +

t∑
i=2

c(ei) + ca(〈ei−1, ei〉) := c(P ∗)

and c(P ∗) is the cost of the shortest minimal-angle walk from s to vt with |P ∗| ≤ p.

Proof. Proof by induction on p. As the base case, any path of length 1 from the source is given
by the outgoing edges of s, which are already updated before the algorithm. Specifically, their
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distance is set to D[e] = c(e) which correctly corresponds to c(P ∗) for paths of length 1.

The induction step follows the proof of the normal Bellman-Ford algorithm. Consider an optimal
shortest walk P ∗ from s to a target edge et = (u, vt), such that c(P ∗) is minimal. Let f∗ be the
edge preceding et on P ∗, so f∗ = (−, u). Then P ∗ \ et is a shortest walk from s to f∗ of length
p − 1. Thus, by induction, after p − 1 iterations we have D[f∗] = c(P ∗ \ et). More general, for
all incoming edges of u, defined as fj : fj ∈ E, fj = (−, u), D[fj ] contains the overall cost of the
shortest walk Pj from s to fj with |Pj | ≤ p− 1.

In iteration p, D[et] is updated as D[et] = minj D[fj ] + c[et] + ca(〈fj , et〉). Assume for sake
of contradiction that the minimum is not attained at f∗, but at a different f̂ . Then there
would be a walk P̂ that is different from P ∗ because it does not pass through f∗, and with cost
c(P̂ ) = D[f̂ ] + c[et] + ca(〈f̂ , et〉), because as argued above D[f̂ ] is the the cost of the shortest
walk to f̂ by induction. However, this would mean that P̂ = (ê1, . . . êt−2, f̂ , et) has lower costs
than P ∗:

c(P̂ )

= c(e1) +
t−2∑
i=2

(
c(êi) + ca(〈 ˆei−1, êi〉)

)
+ c(f̂) + ca(〈f̂ , et〉) + c(et)

=
Ind.

D[f̂ ] + ca(〈f̂ , et〉) + c(et)

< D[f∗] + ca(〈f∗, et〉) + c(et)

=
Ind.

c(e1) +
t−2∑
i=2

(
c(ei) + ca(〈ei−1, ei〉)

)
+ c(f∗) + ca(〈f∗, et〉) + c(et)

= c(P ∗)

In conclusion, f∗ is correctly assigned as the predecessor of et and the distances is updated as

D[et] = D[f∗] + c[et] + ca(〈f∗, et〉) = c(P ∗)

The main advantage of using Algorithm 1 instead of constructing the line graph lies in the space-
efficiency. Note that a shortest path cannot be computed efficiently due to the NP-hardness of
the AQSPP as shown in [53]. However, a shortest path computation in the line graph would
indeed yield an optimal walk. Since the minimum operation in algorithm 1 leads to the same
runtime as shortest path finding in the line graph, the algorithm can be seen as an implicit line
graph that provides the same functionality at significantly reduced memory.
In the following, let δ+(v) denote the number of outgoing edges of v and δ−(v) the incoming
edges in a directed graph.

Theorem 4.2. Algorithm 1 runs in time O
(
p ·
∑

v δ
−(v) · δ+(v)

)
with space requirements of

O(m). For a d-regular graph, the runtime is equivalently O
(
pmd

)
.

Proof. The proof is trivial from the definition of Algorithm 1. Only the graph and the two
mappings D and P need to be stored (O

(
m
)
), and the runtime amounts to the two for-loops

(iterating p times over all edges in O(pm) = O(p ·
∑

v δ
+(v))) and taking the minimum. Since

the minimum over the incoming edges is taken for each outgoing edge of a vertex, the update
runtime for one pass over all edges amounts to O

(∑
v δ
−(v) · δ+(v)

)
.
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4.2.1 Minimal-angle shortest paths

As mentioned above, even with non-negative edge costs algorithm 1 can output walks with
detours or cycles. Examples are shown in Figure 17: In an undirected graph, algorithm 1 can
even lead to detours as in 17c, where the edge towards v is updated and then considered as
an incoming edge to update the edge (v, t). This can be prevented by simply transforming the
graph into a directed graph, where each edge is doubled, but nevertheless case Figure 17b is still
possible. Consider for example a graph where all normal edge costs are zero, and the angle cost
is 1 only for angles above 60 degrees and zero otherwise. An optimal path would describe a large
circle, circumventing the high angle cost of the direct path (Figure 17b).

However, with certain requirements on the angle cost function it can be argued that the algorithm
always yields a path and does not lead to cycles or detours.

Lemma 4.3. Let ca : [0, 180] −→ R+ be a concave cost function on the angle between a pair of
adjacent arcs in a digraph G. Then algorithm 1 computes the shortest s-t-path as long as c does
not lead to negative cost cycles.

Proof. Since theorem 4.1 proves that the output of algorithm 1 is a shortest walk, it only remains
to prove that it is a path and not a walk. In the following, directed edges are viewed as vectors
in a 2-dimensional Euclidean space.

As a first step, we argue that the angles encountered along a cycle are always larger or equal
to 180 degrees. It is sufficient to consider simple non-intersection polygons, because a detour (a
”cycle” of only two edges) forms exactly a 180-degrees angle in a digraph, and an intersecting
cycle just adds additional angle costs along the second cycle.

According to the Closed-Path theorem formulated by Abelson and DiSessa [1], ”A total turning
along any closed path is an integer multiple of 360◦”, which directly applies to a cycle in a digraph.
However, the angle at the entry vertex of the cycle is not used, as can be seen in Figure 17, where
the angle at vertex v of the triangle does not count to the total angle costs. Nevertheless, this
single angle must for sure be less than 180◦, leaving more than 180◦ to the other angles on the
cycle. It thus follows from the Closed-Path theorem that with x1, . . . , xn denoting all angles
encountered on the cycle,

∀i : xi ∈ [0, 180] and
∑
i

xi ≥ 180 (4.1)

Let α be the angle at the entrance vertex v which would be avoided with the cycle or detour
via the angles x1, . . . , xn (e.g. α is the red angle in Figure 17b). Note that α ≤ 180. To
conclude the proof, it remains to show that the angle costs on the cycle are larger than ca(α),
i.e.

∑
i ca(xi) ≥ ca(α) with a concave angle cost function mapping to R+ as defined above.

For a concave function with ca(0) ≥ 0 it holds that

∀λ ∈ [0, 1] : ca(λx) = ca(λx+ (1− λ) · 0) ≥
concave

λca(x) + (1− λ)ca(0) ≥ λca(x) (4.2)

This result finalizes the proof that the sum of angle costs encountered on the cycle is larger than
the cost for the simple angle of the path:
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∑
i

ca(xi) =
∑
i

ca(180 · xi
180

) ≥
4.2

∑
i

xi
180
· ca(180) ≥∑

i xi≥180
ca(180) ≥ ca(α) (4.3)

Consequently, the angle costs encountered on the cycle are larger than the single angle at the
entry vertex v which would be avoided by the cycle. Note that the proof is not restricted to
monotonically increasing functions. If the function is decreasing, larger angles are preferable and
thus detours and cycles would not appear since they only add additional higher angle costs.
To complete the argument, it is clear that the non-angle edge costs c(e) are equal or larger on
a walk compared to the corresponding path, since no edge of the path is avoided by taking a
detour. Thus, as long as there are no negative cost cycles, the dynamic program would always
yield a path, due to additional edge costs and larger angle costs on the cycle compared to the
direct route.

4.2.2 Directed acyclic graphs

Lemma 4.4. Applied on a directed acyclic graph, the runtime of minimal-angle Bellman-Ford
reduces to O(md) for a d-regular graph.

Proof. The proof is given by Algorithm 2: Topological sorting of the vertices is possible in linear
time O(m), and in the iterations of Algorithm 2 every edge is updated only once. In each
update operation, again the minimum over the incoming edges is taken, leading to a runtime of
O(md).

Algorithm 2: Angle constrained shortest path algorithm in a directed acyclic graph
// Sort
V ∗ = topological_sort(V );
// Initialize
D :=∞m;
D[e] = c(e) ∀e = (s,−);
P [e] = e ∀e ∈ E;
for v in V ∗ do

for i : ei ∈ E, ei = (v,−) do
D[ei] = min

f :f∈E, f=(−,v)
D[f ] + c[ei] + ca(f, ei);

P [ei] = argmin
f :f∈E, f=(−,v)

D[f ] + c[ei] + ca(f, ei)

end
end

4.3 An accelerated update algorithm for convex angle cost functions

So far, in minimal-angle Bellman-Ford the edge distances D[e] were updated by taking the
minimum distance plus the angle cost over the incoming edges. At a vertex with k incoming
edges and l outgoing edges k · l operations must be executed. Note that these operations appear
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regardless of the type of graph (DAG, directed or undirected). Here, we propose a procedure that
decreases the number of update operations significantly. First, we developed an algorithm that is
applicable for linear angle cost functions and reduces the number of operations to O

(
pm log d2

)
steps in a d-regular graph. The algorithm and proof can be found in appendix B. However, since
the requirement of linearity seems quite restrictive and also does not resemble the situation in
our application where the angles are constrained, we worked on a generalized version and were
able to define an algorithm that is efficient for any convex increasing angle cost function. The
algorithm will be presented in the following.

Theorem 4.5. Let ca : [0, 180] −→ R+ be a convex and monotonically increasing angle cost
function. Then the runtime of algorithm 1 reduces to O

(
p·
∑

v

(
δ−(v)+δ+(v)

)
log
(
δ+(v)δ−(v)

))
,

since at each vertex with k incoming and l outgoing edges only O
(
(k + l) log kl

)
operations are

executed.
This leads to a runtime of O

(
pm log d2

)
in a d-regular graph.

We denote the incoming edges by the set E− = {e−1 , . . . , e
−
k } and the outgoing edges by E+ =

{e+
1 , . . . , e

+
l }. Note that if the graph is undirected, then it is simply transformed into a directed

graph, such that each original edge appears once in E− and once in E+, and k = l. Thus, from
now on a directed graph is assumed. Furthermore, each incoming/outgoing edge reaches/leaves
the vertex v in a certain angle. This angle is computed for all edges with respect to an arbitrary
direction ~w yielding values αi = ^(~w, e−i ) for e ∈ E− and βj = ^(~w, e+

j ) for e ∈ E+. Crucially,
we define the angle ^(α) as the angle in clockwise direction from 0 to 360 degrees. Only in this
setting it holds that αi = βj if and only if e−i and e+

j form a straight line (e+
j leaves v in the same

angle as e−i reaches it. With this notation, the aim to find the optimal predecessor in terms of
angle and distances for each outgoing edge can be formulated as

∀j : Find argmin
i

D[e−i ] + ca(|αi − βj |m) , |x|m = min{|x|, 360− |x|} .

The operation |x|m computes the smaller angle between both and thereby ensures that the input
of ca lies within its domain [0, 180].

The value D[e−i ] + ca(|αi−βj |m) can be seen as a function associated to the incoming edge i and
taking an angle βj as input. We denote these functions by fi such that fi(x) = D[e−i ] + ca(|αi−
x|m). Observe that each function is a shifted version of ca(|x|m), displaced by αi in x- and D[e−i ]
in y-direction. Figure 18 shows an example, where each incoming edge induces a cost function for
the angles of possible outgoing functions. Note that fi is symmetric if the x-axis is rotated such
that αi = 180 and it has a global minimum at αi because ca is monotonically increasing. Also, if
αi = 180 then fi is convex because it is a (shifted) composition of two convex functions, ca and
|x|. The key observation used in the following algorithm is that due to convexity an incoming
edge is the optimal predecessor for a closed range of angles (without gaps) and thus neighboring
outgoing edges. To determine the ”area of responsibility”, i.e. the range of angles in which an
outgoing edge would get e−i assigned as its predecessor (Figure 18 bottom left), the intersections
of the functions fi are computed. The idea is to construct a tree Tx containing the intersection
values (Figure 18 right) that can be traversed in O(log k) in the end for each outgoing edge to
find the closest intersection and thereby its optimal predecessor edge.

First, the incoming edges are sorted by their distance from the source D[e−i ]. For simplicity of
notation, we from now on assume that they are already sorted, such that D[e−1 ] ≤ D[e−2 ] ≤
· · · ≤ D[e−k ]. Then, the incoming edges are successively processed and the intersection of
their respective function fi with previously responsible functions in their range is computed
and added to a balanced AVL tree Tx. algorithm 4 describes the procedure in detail. The
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Figure 18: Angle update algorithm for convex, monotonically increasing angle cost functions. The intuition is
that the intersections of neighboring functions define the borders of the ”area of responsibility”for each incoming
edge. Intersections are iteratively added to a tree, starting with the incoming edge with lowest base cost D. The
tree is sorted and balanced. After the tree is fully constructed, each outgoing edge e+j is assigned its optimal
predecessor by finding the closest value to βj in the tree.

tree is built iteratively by insertion and replacement of intersection points. We define an op-
eration compute-intersection that outputs the intersection of two functions. Given fp, fq,
compute-intersection(fp, fq) yields a x value between αp and αq at which the functions inter-
sect. Crucially, the angle values are circular, i.e. an angle of 0 degrees corresponds to an angle
of 360 degrees. Therefore, compute-intersection(fp, fq) 6=compute-intersection(fq, fp) be-
cause if the two functions intersect at any point x, then they intersect at least at two points, x
and 360−x. Thus, for each intersection we store which function was lower in clockwise (positive
x-) direction and which one in counter-clockwise (negative x-) direction. For example, a triple
(x, p, q) means that e−p is the optimal predecessor for β-angles that are close to x in counter-
clockwise direction and e−q is optimal for outgoing edges close to x in clockwise direction. Due to
the circularity it is for example possible that αp = 300, αq = 10 and x = 330. It will be argued
further below that compute-intersection can be approximated efficiently.

Secondly, algorithm 4 uses an operation called find-closest that returns the two closest value
in a balanced AVL-tree. The algorithm is outlined in detail in algorithm 3. The balanced and
sorted tree is traversed and the closest left and right values σl, σr with respect to the input
element are memorized and returned.
Last, in addition to the sorted tree of intersections Tx we also maintain a double-linked list L
of neighboring intersections. If (x, p, q) is the intersection triple of fp and fq, then (x, p, q).next
is defined as the next intersection in clockwise direction which must therefore be of the form
(y, q, r) with some r. Similarly, (x, p, q).previous is of the form (x, o, p) and denotes the next
intersection counter-clockwise. In the main algorithm detailed in algorithm 4, for each new
incoming edge e−i the closest angle values of incoming edges that were already processed are
found with find-closest. To do this efficiently in logarithmic time, all αi are iteratively inserted
into a second tree Tα and find-closest(Tα, αi) is called. Let the closest angles be denoted by
αp and αq to αi.
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Algorithm 3: find-closest
Input: AVL tree T element x
// define σl and σr as the currently closest elements
σl, σr =∞
n = T.root()
// Traverse tree
while not isLeaf(n) do

if x > n.key() then
σl = n
n = getRightChild(n)

else
σr = n
n = getLeftChild(n)

end
// check border cases if one is still infinity
if σl is ∞ then

// set left bound to the largest element in the tree
σl = T [−1]

if σr is ∞ then
// set right bound to the smallest element in the tree
σr = T [0]

return σl, σr

If the new function fi obtains a better cost at the intersections between fp and fq, the triple
is deleted from Tx and the next triples in both directions are checked. This is repeated until
encountering an intersection point where fi can not improve on the previous functions. Due to
convexity, once it is outperformed by another function it will not be lower again in this direction.
Once these functions that mark the end of the area of responsibility of edge i have been deter-
mined, the intersections with them are computed and added to Tx. Also, the double-linked list
is updated accordingly.
After all incoming edges were considered and possibly added to Tx, the outgoing edges are pro-
cessed, i.e. for βj its left and right neighboring intersections triples (x1,−, i) and (x2, i,−) are
found with a call to find-closest and the corresponding incoming edge e−i is assigned as the
predecessor of e+

j .

Consider the example in Figure 18. First of all, the first function must be found that intersects
with f1 (PART 1 in algorithm 4). Clearly, f1(α1) ≤ fi(αi) ∀i, so it must be checked whether f2

is better at any other point, formally whether ∃x : f1(x) > f2(x). Lemma 4.6 will show that it is
sufficient to check whether f2 is lower at the opposite point of α1, namely (α1 + 180) mod 360,
where f1 is maximal. Since f2 satisfies this condition, the two intersection (clockwise and counter-
clockwise from α1) between f1 and f2 are computed and added to the tree as shown in Figure 18
(upper right). Tx is sorted and balanced. In the first iteration of PART 2 in algorithm 4, α3 is
considered and its neighboring alphai are determined with find-closest. In the example, α3 is
between α2 counter-clockwise and α1 clockwise It is therefore checked in algorithm 4 whether f3

improves on the value at the intersection x2,1. Here, indeed f3(x2,1) < f1(x2,1) and therefore the
triple (x2,1, 2, 1) is deleted from Tx. In the next step, the new intersections with f2 as the counter-
clockwise better function and f1 as the clockwise better function is computed and (x3,1, 3, 1) and
(x2,3, 2, 3) are inserted into Tx. On the other hand, in the last iteration f4 does not outperform
the value at the intersection between f1 and f2 and consequently α4 is not an optimal predecessor
for any outgoing angle. Finally, the β values of the outgoing edges are processed. In Figure 18
for example β3 is between the intersection triples (x3,1, 3, 1) and (x1,2, 1, 2) and thus e−1 is the
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optimal predecessor for e+
3 .

Algorithm 4: Efficient angle cost update algorithm for convex angle cost functions
// PART 1: Find first intersecting functions
istart = 2
α̂1 ←− (α1 + 180) mod 360 // opposite point to α1

while istart ≤ k and fistart(α̂1) > f1(α̂1) do
istart ←− istart + 1

end
if istart > k then

// Break: no function better than f1 at any point
Tx.insert(α1, 1, 1)
return Tx

x1 = compute-intersection(f1, fistart)
x2 = compute-intersection(fistart , f1)
(x1, 1, istart).next = (x1, 1, istart).previous = (x2, istart, 1)
(x2, istart, 1).next =(x2, istart, 1).previous = (x1, 1, istart)
Tx.insert((x1, 1, istart), (x2, istart, 1))
Tα.insert(α1, αistart) // initialize Tα
// PART 2: Process further incoming edges
for i = istart..k do

// Get closest α values
αp, αq ←− find-closest(Tα, αi)
xp,q ←− compute-intersection(fp, fq)
// Does fi outperform the previous functions at any intersection?
if fi(xp,q) < fp(xp,q) or fi(xp,q) < fq(xp,q) then

Tα.insert(αi) // Check counter-clockwise intersection
(x1, o, p)←− (xp,q, p, q).previous
while fi(x1) < fp(x1) do

// delete and get next counter-clockwise
Tx.delete((x1, o, p))
Tα.delete(αp)
(x1, o, p)←− (x1, o, p).previous

end
p∗ ←− p
// Check clockwise intersection
(x2, q, r)←− (xp,q, p, q).next
while fi(x2) < fq(x2) do

// delete and get next clockwise
Tx.delete((x2, q, r))
Tα.delete(αq)
(x2, q, r)←− (x2, q, r).next

end
q∗ ←− q

x∗1 ←− compute-intersection(fp∗ , fi)
x∗2 ←− compute-intersection(fi, fq∗)
Tx.insert((x∗1, p∗, i),(x∗2, i, q∗))
(x1, o, p

∗).next = (x∗2, i, q
∗).previous = (x∗1, p

∗, i)
(x∗1, p

∗, i).next = (x2, q
∗, r).previous = (x∗2, i, q

∗)
end
// PART 3: process outgoing edges
for j = 1..l do

(x1, p, q), (x2, q, r)←− find-closest(Tx, βj)
// update predecessor (in area of responsibility of v)
P [e+j ] = e−q

end

In the following, we will describe several properties of the proposed method that will be necessary
to proof the correctness and runtime efficiency of algorithm 4.

Lemma 4.6. Let fp and fq be functions for the incoming edges e−p and e−q as defined above, and
let D[e−p ] ≤ D[e−q ] and αp < 180 and αp < αq < αp + 180, such that fq is equal to fp shifted in
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positive x-direction and in positive y-direction. Let α̂p = αp + 180 be the point on the opposite
side of αp on the cycle.
If ∃x : fq(x) < fp(x) then ∀x′ ∈ [x, α̂p] : fq(x

′
) < fp(x

′
)

Proof. We will use a property of convex monotonically increasing functions that can be seen as
an increasing returns property:

Claim 4.7. For a convex function g and a > b, a, b, c ≥ 0 it holds that

g(a+ c)− g(a) ≥ g(b+ c)− g(b) (4.4)

Proof. The intuition is that if g is differentiable its gradients are increasing and thus the difference
in value becomes larger. To prove the claim, we use another well-known property of convex
functions, namely if f is convex and f(0) ≤ 0 then

∀ d, c ≥ 0 : f(c) + f(d) ≤ f(c, d) (4.5)

We define f(x) = g(x+ b)− g(b). Since f is only a shifted version of g, f is convex as well and
also note that f(0) = g(b)− g(b) = 0. We further set d = a− b > 0 and plug in d in property 4.5
to yield

f(d) + f(c) ≤ f(d+ c)

⇐⇒ f(a− b) + f(c) ≤ f(a− b+ c)

⇐⇒ g(a− b+ b)− g(b) + g(c+ b)− g(b) ≤ g(a− b+ c+ b)− g(b)

⇐⇒ g(a)− g(b) + g(b+ c) ≤ g(a+ c)

which is equivalent to the claim.

To continue the proof of lemma 4.6 we consider the point x where fq(x) < fp(x). Observe that
due to D[e−p ] ≤ D[e−q ] and with ca monotonically increasing,

fq(x) < fp(x)

=⇒ D[e−q ] + ca(|x− αq|m) < D[e−p ] + ca(|αp − x|m)

=⇒ |x− αq|m < |αp − x|m

Let x′ be any other point between x and the opposite point of αp as defined above (x′ ∈ [x, α̂p]).
Since ca is monotonically increasing, fp is maximal for α̂p. We use the claim show that fq(x

′
) <

fp(x
′
) by setting a = |x − αp|m and b = |x − αq|m (leading to a > b), and further setting

c = |x− x′ |m:
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fq(x
′
)

= D[e−q ] + ca(|x
′ − αq|m)

≤
∗
D[e−q ] + ca(|x

′ − x|m + |x− αq|m)

= D[e−q ] + ca(c+ b)

≤
4.4
D[e−q ] + ca(c+ a)− ca(a) + ca(b)

= D[e−q ] + ca
(
|x′ − x|m + |x− αp|m

)
− ca

(
|x− αp|m

)
+ ca

(
|x− αq|m

)
=
∗∗
D[e−q ] + ca

(
|x′ − αp|m

)
− ca

(
|x− αp|m

)
+ ca

(
|x− αq|m

)
= fq(x) + ca

(
|x′ − αp|m

)
− ca

(
|x− αp|m

)
<

fq(x)<fp(x)
D[e−p ] + ca

(
|x− αp|m

)
+ ca

(
|x′ − αp|m

)
− ca

(
|x− αp|m

)
= fp(x

′
)

(*) follows from the triangle inequality that also holds in the circular case. (**) is based on the
condition that x′ ∈ [x, α̂p].
In short, due to the property of increasing returns, if fq is lower than fp at any point it will
remain lower until intersecting with fp from the other side and thus at least until α̂p.

In Lemma 4.6 it was assumed that αp < αq < αp + 180 which might seem very restrictive. The
assumption was made to reduce complexity in the proof, but the statement also holds for the
circular case. To see this, observe that given two functions fp and fq, the x-axis can be rotated
and flipped to fulfill the above condition. Since it is circular, this operation is always possible
and does not change the shown property. The same holds for the following observation:

Lemma 4.8. Let αi refer to an angle of an incoming edge between αp and αq, such that in
the simplified non-circular model it can be assumed that αp < αi < αq. Assume also that
D[e−i ] ≥ D[e−p ] and D[e−i ] ≥ D[e−q ]. Let xp,q denote the intersection of fp and fq.
If fi(xp,q) > fp(xp,q) = fq(xp,q) then @x : fi(x) < fp(x) ∧ fi(x) < fq(x).

Proof. We again use an observation that was made in Lemma 4.6: If D[e−i ] ≥ D[e−p ], then
fi(x) < fp(x) implies |x − αi|m < |αp − x|m and the same holds for q. Thus, if there exists
an x where fi(x) < fp(x) and fi(x) < fq(x) then it follows that αp < x < αq. Assume
αp < x ≤ αi < αq (the other case is analogous). Due to Lemma 4.6 if fi(x) < fp(x) at x then
it remains lower until the opposite point α̂p. Since the intersection xp,q is at α̂p at the latest
(otherwise fq would not be better then fp anywhere), it can be concluded that fi outperforms
fp also at the intersection.

Theorem 4.9. algorithm 4 assigns the correct predecessor to each outgoing edge.

Proof. Let e−i be the optimal predecessor for an outgoing edge j∗. In the first loop of algorithm 4
an incoming edge e−i is only skipped if its value at α̂1 is higher than for e1. By Lemma 4.6, if
the value is not better than f1 at α̂1, then it is larger everywhere. Consequently, any incoming
edge that is skipped in the first loop of algorithm 4 is outperformed by e−1 and would thus not
be the unique optimal predecessor of any outgoing edge.
Any higher i that is not skipped in the PART 1 will be considered at some point in PART 2 in
algorithm 4. Its closest angles αp and αq are retrieved. Due to Lemma 4.8 it suffices to check
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whether fi is better at the intersection of fp and fq, otherwise it can be discarded. Lemma 4.8 can
be applied because if αp and αq were retrieved from Tα, then they have already been processed
earlier than αi and consequently their distance D must be lower (Tα is empty initially).

Furthermore, if fi is indeed lower at the intersection, then there might be other intersections
where fi outperforms previous incoming edges. Note that any of such points must lie between αp
and αq. algorithm 4 takes care of such special cases by checking the neighboring intersections in
both directions. If at some point it is outperformed by another function, then it can not become
better at any further point due to convexity. This procedure thus defines the current area of
responsibility for edge e−i .

With further iterations, this area can be reduced in size or removed. Due to the conditions
in algorithm 4, it is only removed if a new incoming edge indexed with î obtains lower values
at both intersections of fi with its neighboring functions. Then algorithm 4 would correctly
compute the new intersections of fî with fp and fq which replace the intersections of fi. It
would thus not be possible that fi is the optimal predecessor of any outgoing edge, because it
was previously outperformed behind the borders of its area of responsibility by the respective
intersecting functions, and now it is also outperformed in the area inbetween.

In the last for-loop (PART 3) in algorithm 4 concerning the outgoing edges, the closest inter-
sections (x1, u, v) and (x2, v, w) to βj∗ are retrieved from Tx. Note that by the procedure of
algorithm 4 it is ensured that find-closest always yields triples of this form where v appears
in both triples and (x1, u, v).next = (x2, v, w) and (x2, v, w).previous = (x1, u, v). To see this,
observe that the while-loops in algorithm 4 stops at two triples (x2, q

∗, r) and (x1, o, p
∗). Since

all intersections inbetween were deleted, it is correct that (x2, q
∗, r) is assigned the new inter-

section with of fi with fq∗ as the previous triple and equivalently (x1, o, p
∗) is assigned the new

intersection of fi with fp∗ .

Lemma 4.10. The compute-intersection operation can be approximated efficiently and suffi-
ciently for algorithm 4.

Proof. While the efficiency to compute an intersection between a function and its shifted version
depends on the specific function, it is actually not necessary here to know the exact intersection.
Crucially, in the end we are only interested in the values β1, . . . , βl, so it suffices to evalu-
ate the functions at these values. Given two functions fp, fq and their theoretical intersection
xp,q, we just aim to find j∗ = argminj |xp,q − βj |. For this purpose a similar procedure as the
find-closest function (algorithm 3) is utilized. First, all βj (j ∈ [1..l]) are inserted in an AVL
tree T (O

(
l log l

)
). For each call of compute-intersection, the tree is traversed in the following

manner: Starting at the root node, fp and fq are evaluated at the β value stored in the node.
If fp(β) > fq(β), the left child node is selected, otherwise the right child node. The intuition is
that if fp(β) > fq(β) then the intersection must be at a smaller β value where fp takes lower
values. During traversal of the tree, the optimal node with respect to the distance |fp(β)−fq(β)|
and its distance itself are memorized such that the closest β is determined once a leaf node is
reached.

However, one might object that the border case of the circularity is problematic in this case.
Indeed, it might happen that the rightmost leaf in the tree is reached but the optimal β value
(the one closest to the intersection) is not the leftmost one. To prevent this case, we propose to
build two trees with all βj inserted: One sorted and balanced tree with all βj , and one with all
β̂j where β̂j = (βj + 180 mod 360. After both trees have been traversed, the value that is closer
to the intersection, i.e. where |fp(β)− fq(β)| is lower, is selected. This ensures that the closest
β value is found, as it is not a border case in at least one of the trees.
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We claim further that the discrete evaluations do not impact the proof of Theorem 4.9. Assume
that αp ≤ βp,q ≤ xp,q (the other side is again analogous). Note that there can not exist any β̂
that satisfies αp ≤ βp,q ≤ β̂ ≤ xp,q because then β̂ would have been selected as the intersection
between fp and fq.
On the other hand, there can be β′ with αp ≤ βp,q ≤ xp,q ≤ β

′ ≤ αq. Crucially, it is possible that
fi(β

′
) < fp(β

′
) and even fi(xp,q) < fq(xp,q), but fi(βp,q) > fq(βp,q) such that the new function fi

is not better at the approximated intersection but still lower at the actual intersection. However,
it has been shown in Lemma 4.6 that in this case fi(x) < fq(x) ∀x < β

′ . This is why in
algorithm 4 it is checked whether both fp and fq outperform fi at the approximate intersection
(which would be redundant if the exact intersection was available because the values for fp and
fq would be equal). Thus, if β′ with the above properties exists, then fi(βp,q) < fq(βp,q) and
therefore the algorithm would still compute the intersections of fi with the previous functions
and β′ would be assigned to the correct range.

Theorem 4.11. The runtime of algorithm 4 is O
(
(k + l) log kl

)
.

Proof. First, the incoming edges are sorted by their distance to the source vertex, takingO
(
k log k

)
time. As argued in lemma 4.10, the compute-intersection operation can be approximated
here by a discrete evaluation on the β values, leading to a runtime of O

(
log l

)
for each call to

compute-intersection once the AVL-tree of β values is build (O
(
l log l

)
). In addition, each

insert and delete operation to Tx takes O
(

log k
)
since at most k elements are in the tree (in each

iteration, one intersection is deleted and two intersections are added). Similarly, each insert and
delete operation, as well as each call to find-closest with Tα requires O

(
log k

)
time. Last,

the find-closest operation again only requires a traversal of Tx in O
(

log k
)
steps. Thus, each

iteration in PART 2 of algorithm 4 requires O
(

log l + log k
)

= O
(

log kl
)
operations.

The number of iterations is bounded by the number of incoming edges, since in each iteration of
the while-loop one intersection is deleted. The intersections are added iteratively to the tree Tx
and for each iteration at most two intersections are added and at least one triple is deleted. The
number of possible deletions is thus bounded by the number of elements in the tree (k). Thus,
the maximum number of iterations in the while-loop sum up to at most k over all iterations,
leading to a maximum of O(k) iterations for the for- and the while-loop together in PART 2.

Finally, in PART 3 of algorithm 4 the closest element in Tx is found for each outgoing edge,
causing an additional runtime of O

(
l log k

)
. Given the optimal predecessor edges, the distances

of E+ can be updated in O
(
l
)
. Altogether, the runtime is O

(
k log k+ l log l+k log kl+ l log k

)
=

O
(
(k + l) log kl

)
.

In short, with a convex angle cost function the shortest walk can be computed efficiently: The
space efficiency is O(m) and the runtime increases only by log d2 for a d-regular graph. With
a concave function it is instead ensured that path does not encounter cycles, so with a linear
angle cost function the shortest path is computed efficiently. However, if the normal costs c(e)
are nonzero it is unlikely that the output path uses cycles, and even then it might indeed be
the optimal solution if angles shall be avoided by all means. We conclude that our algorithm
provides a method that is generally applicable since it is performant for any convex increasing
cost function and improves substantially over previous approaches such as the line graph.
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5 Computing k diverse shortest paths

In many applications of shortest path finding it is desirable to compute not only the best path,
but a set of k shortest paths. The problem has been studied for a long time, and since 1970
an approach for the efficient (exact) computation of the k shortest paths was given with Yen’s
algorithm [110, 109]. The intuition is to take the k − 1-th shortest path P , and in turn remove
each edge of the path and compute the new best path to the sink from the vertex incident to the
removed edge. The minimum cost path out of all |P | new paths is added as the k-th path. With
Dijkstra’s algorithm for shortest path finding the runtime is O(kn(m+n log n)). A more efficient
method was proposed by Eppstein [31]: Instead of computing the shortest path from source to
target, two shortest path trees are computed, one from the source and one from the target
vertex with reversed edge directions. Summing up the two distances for each vertex yields the
length of a shortest path passing through this vertex. The vertex-wise distances are then sorted
(O(n log n)), and k paths can be constructed from the predecessor maps in the shortest path
trees, enumerating vertices with increasing cost. In total, constructing the shortest path trees,
sorting and computing the k best distances requires only O(m+n log n+k). Note that Eppstein’s
algorithm might lead to loops, and Yen’s algorithm is required if the k shortest loopless paths are
desired. Notable improvements of Eppstein’s algorithm include the work of Hershberger et al.
[52] who summarize paths in equivalence classes based on shared segments, thereby achieving an
O(n) improvement, and [5] who index the paths in a new data structure. In the context of power
infrastructure the problem was approached by Zinchenko et al. [112] who propose a projection
into 3D to find two diverse shortest paths.

5.1 Eppstein’s algorithm for angle-cost shortest path problems

Here, we first show that Eppstein’s algorithm [31] can be transferred to the implicit line graph
model described above to yield an efficient algorithm to compute the k angle-shortest paths. The
modified approach is shown in Algorithm 5, describing how distances are computed edge-wise
instead of vertex-wise.

Algorithm 5: K-shortest path algorithm for the implicit line graph
// Get distance and predecessor maps from source and target vertex
Ds, Ps = Algorithm 1(G, es, vs, c, ca);
Dt, Pt =Algorithm 1(

←−
G, et, vt, c, ca);

// Compute SP cost for each edge (ce appears twice)
C[e] := Ds[e] +Dt[e]− c(e);
C∗ = sort(C);
// Initialize set of paths
S = {};
K = {};
while |K| < k do

// Get next edge e with i-th shortest path costs
e← C∗.next()
if e /∈ S then

R = compute path through e from Ps[e] and Pt[e] ;
S = S ∪ {R};
K = K ∪R

end
return K
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The accumulated path costs are computed two times, first from the source vertex, then from
the target vertex with reversed edge directions (

←−
G). Thereby, the two distance maps contain

the distances from source and sink respectively for each vertex. Summing up the distance maps
and subtracting the costs of the edge itself that were counted twice, a map C is yielded that
contains for each edge the length of the shortest path from source to sink that uses edge e. C is
sorted, such that paths can be enumerated from lowest to highest costs. Starting from the edge
associated with the least cost path, edges are enumerated in increasing path length order. Once
an edge is encountered that does not belong to any of the previous paths, the corresponding path
is returned, until k paths have been found.

Lemma 5.1. Algorithm 5 runs in O(mpd+m log(m) + kp).

Proof. Algorithm 1 takes O(mpd) as shown above, and is executed only twice. Then, the
edge cost maps are summed up (O(m)) and sorted by their shortest path costs which requires
O(m log(m)). Iterating over the edges in the subsequent loop, only k times the path needs to
be reconstructed from the predecessor maps (O(p)), therefore taking O(p) steps in each of k
iterations.

5.2 The K diverse shortest path problem

Enumerating the k shortest paths often leads to similar paths. In the application for power
infrastructure in particular it is likely that the second best path is simply the best path except
for one pylon that is replaced by another one closeby. For planners of power infrastructure it
would be more informative to be presented with k diverse paths that represent the shortest
alternatives for different regions. A well-studied problem in graph theory is the computation of
arc- or vertex-disjoint shortest paths, but it was shown that the problem is NP-hard if k is part
of the input, or even for fixed k in undirected graphs [30]. However, it might not be necessary to
compute entirely disjoint paths as soon as they are sufficiently diverse according to some metric.
The problem was defined formally by Liu et al. [64] as the ”Top-k Shortest Paths with Diversity
(KSPD)” problem.

Definition 5.2. Let fs : P ×Q −→ R be a similarity function, and θ be a similarity threshold.
Let D denote the set of all sets of dissimilar paths, i.e. D = {Ψ| ∀Pi, Pj ∈ Ψ : fs(Pi, Pj) > θ}.

The KSPD problem aims to find a dissimilar set of paths Ψ ∈ D with |Ψ| ≤ k such that there
does not exist any Ψ̂ with |Ψ̂| > |Ψ| or |Ψ̂ = |Ψ| and

∑
P∈Ψ̂ L(P ) <

∑
P∈Ψ L(P ), where L(P )

denotes the total costs of path P .

The idea is to find a set of shortest paths such that the diversity of each pair of paths is above the
threshold θ. In [64], the authors also provide a proof that KSPD is NP-hard, which was however
shown to be a erroneous by Chondrogiannis et al. [19] and corrected. Chondrogiannis et al.
[18] had in turn proposed a different formulation for the diverse k shortest path problem called
kSPwLO, which is basically a relaxation of KSPD, corresponding to a greedy approximation:
kSPwLO requires that every new path is alternative to all paths already in the set and as short
as possible. Liu et al. [64] actually provide an algorithm (FindKSPD) that solves kSPwLO. In
their recent work [20], Chondrogiannis et.al. analyze kSPwLO further and provide an exact
algorithm with optimal complexity. However, there are no approximation algorithms for KSPD
to the best of our knowledge.

Prior to such formal definitions, the problem has been studied in applied work on the transport
of hazardous material. In order to avoid imposing a risk on a single region, hazardous material
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should be transported along diverse routes. In this context, Akgün et al. [4] describe possible
approaches to find dissimilar paths, long before the formulations described above [64, 18]. One
of their methods solves a problem that can be viewed as a reversed formulation of KSPD : While
in KSPD a threshold is set on the similarity of paths and the costs are minimized, one can
also optimize the dissimilarity with an upper bound on the costs. We call this formulation the
BCDSP problem.

Definition 5.3. Bounded Cost Diverse Shortest Paths (BCDSP)
Let θ denote a threshold on the path costs, and let d : P1 × P2 −→ R be a path distance metric.

Then the BCDSP problem aims to find the set Ψ with |Ψ| = k of the most diverse paths with cost
lower than θ. Formally, the goal is to find Ψ such that ∀ P ∈ Ψ : L(P ) < θ and

∑
Pi,Pj∈Ψ

d(Pi, Pj)

is maximal.

A motivation for solving BCDSP is that planners of linear infrastructure aim to minimize the
costs, but the exact costs might not be inclusive since they depend on the input parameters set
by the planners. Given an upper bound on the cost (that could for example be set to 5% above
the cost of the best path), planners could desire to compare maximally diverse routes.

The BCDSP formulation turns the diverse k-shortest path problem into a dispersion problem
which is well-studied in the literature. The dispersion problem tries to choose k points from a set
of facilities, such that the minimum or average distance of each point to the other selected points
is maximal (MAX-MIN or MAX-AVG formulations). Both formulations where proven to be NP-
hard, for example [103] showed that MAX-MIN is NP-hard by reduction from 3-satisfiability.
However, [80, 81] prove that a greedy approach starting from the two most diverse points is
actually a 2-approximation for the MAX-MIN, if the distances satisfy the triangle inequality.
Thus, this approximation algorithm directly provides an approximate solution to BCDSP, if
given a suitable metric to measure path distances.

5.2.1 Path distance metrics

In the literature on k-diverse-shortest paths, the problem was usually considered in a graph
setting where Euclidean distances are not relevant. For example, [64] suggest several similarity
functions, including the intersection-over-union (IoU) of edges on the path, or the similarity
Sim(P,Q) = 1

2

( P∩Q
len(P ) + P∩Q

len(Q)

)
proposed in [33]. Here, we implement the Jaccard distance (IoU)

as a baseline, but compare analyticaly and experimentally to Euclidean-distance-based metrics.
Together we thus focus on the following three metrics:

• Jaccard distance: The inversion of the IoU defined as dJ(P,Q) = 1− P∩Q
P∪Q was shown to

be a metric for example by Kosub [61]. Here, we consider P and Q as sets of vertices, such
that the Jaccard distance measures the intersection over union of vertices on the path.

• Yau-Hausdorff distance: The Yau-Hausdorff distance is defined as the maximum of the
minimum distances from the vertices of the first path to the ones of the second. However,
as this definition is not symmetric, the maximum of both is taken. Formally, the Yau-
Hausdorff distance is defined as

dY (P,Q) = max{ds(P,Q), ds(Q,P )}, with ds(P,Q) = max
p∈P

min
q∈Q
‖p− q‖

Tian et al. [95] provide a proof that the Yau-Hausdorff distance is a metric.
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• Mean Euclidean distance: Instead of using the maximum over the point-wise distances
in the Yau-Hausdorff distance, one can also simply take the average:

dM (P,Q) = max{ 1

|P |
∑
p∈P

min
q∈Q
‖p− q‖, 1

|Q|
∑
q∈Q

min
p∈P
‖p− q‖}

Clearly, given that the average of Eucledian distances is a metric and that the Yau-
Hausdorff distance is a metric, the triangle inequality is fulfilled in this case as well.

The choice of metric obviously effects the output significantly. With the maximum Euclidean
metric dM , the paths might mostly intersect and then diverge strongly at one point. Paths that
are distant in the Jaccard sense (with dJ) could run in parallel and very close to each other.

5.2.2 Complexity of diverse path selection

Definition 5.4. Given a graph G = (V,E), a path P and a metric M , we define the diverse
path selection problem as the problem to find an alternative path P ′ where the distance exceeds
a similarity threshold θ, i.e. dM (P, P̂ ) > θ.

This problem arises in any greedy algorithm to compute a set of diverse paths: Based on k − 1
previously found paths, an alternative path that is further than θ from the previous path is to be
determined. The complexity of this problem with respect to each similarity metrics is analyzed
in the following.

Lemma 5.5. Diverse path selection according to the Yau-Hausdorff distance (the maximum
Euclidean distance) is decidable in polynomial time.

Proof. The proof is straightforward with Eppstein’s algorithm. After computing both shortest
path trees, one pass over all vertices is sufficient to determine the vertex of shortest assigned
path length and sufficient Euclidean distance to the previous path(s) Pprev. If such a vertex
v∗ exists and has non-infinity path-distances to both source and target, the full path P ∗ can
be computed from predecessor trees. The Yau-Hausdorff distance between P ∗ and Pprev is the
maximum distance of all vertices of P ∗, and thus at least as large as the distance of v∗ to Pprev:

dY (P ∗, Pprev) ≥ max
p∈P ∗

min
q∈Pprev

‖p− q‖ ≥ min
q∈Pprev

‖v∗ − q‖

On the other hand, if no such vertex exists then clearly there cannot exist a path with sufficient
Yau-Hausdorff distance either, because the maximum distance must be attained at some vertex.
Thus, a shortest diverse path according to dY exists if and only if a vertex v∗ exists with sufficient
distance, and the diverse path selection problem is decided with Eppstein’s algorithm.

However, this result does not hold for the Jaccard distance dJ and the mean Euclidean distance
dM .

Lemma 5.6. With the Jaccard distance or the mean Euclidean distance, the diverse path selection
problem is NP-hard.

Proof. Given a graph G = (V,E) and n = |V |, we construct an auxiliary graph H = (V
′
, E
′
) as

shown in Figure 19:
V
′

= V ∪ {v′i | i ∈ [1..n]}
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2
H

G

Figure 19: NP-hardness of finding the shortest path with minimum Euclidean distance or minimum Jaccard
distance exceeding a threshold. The problem of deciding whether there exists a Hamiltonian path can be reduced
to it.

E
′

= E ∪
{

(v
′
i, v
′
i+1) | i ∈ [1..n− 1]

}
∪
{

(vi, v
′⌊
n
2

⌋) | ∀i ∈ [1..n]
}
∪
{

(vi, v
′⌈
n+1
2

⌉) | ∀i ∈ [1..n]
}

G can be any graph, but here we arrange all its vertices in a straight line in an Euclidean space,
and place v′1 . . . v

′
n in a parallel line such that dM (vi, v

′
) = 2.

We reduce the Hamiltonian path problem first to the diverse path selection problem with Jaccard
distance dJ . We claim that the Hamiltonian problem can be decided for G if there exists a diverse
alternative to the path P1 = (v

′
1, v

′
2, . . . , v

′
n), which is the straight green path in Figure 19. The

threshold for the minimum Jaccard distance is set to θ = 0.5. Only the edges from v
′⌈
n+1
2

⌉ and

v
′⌊
n
2

⌋ allow the path to traverse other vertices than P1, and note that in any case all vertices of P1

are part of the alternative path. As the Jaccard distance corresponds to the inverted intersection
over union, this requires the path to use at least n new vertices in addition to v1, . . . , vn to achieve
an IoU of only 0.5. Thus, the only way to find such an alternative path P2 with d(P1, P2) ≥ θ is
a path that visits all vertices of G which is a Hamiltonian path in G. If no alternative is found,
it is implied that no Hamilton path exists since the connections from v

′⌈
n+1
2

⌉ and v
′⌊
n
2

⌋ to all

vertices of G ensure that it would be found if existent.

Similarly, in the Eucledian case with respect to metric dM we set θ = 1. If a path is found that
uses all vertices of G then

d(P1, P2) =
n · 0 + n · 2

2n
= 1 .

Otherwise, if k vertices less are used (k ∈ [1..n]), then

d(P1, P2) =
n · 0 + (n− k) · 2

2n− k
=

2n− 2k

2n− k
< 1

In conclusion, if and only if a Hamilton Path exists in G there is an alternative path with sufficient
distance dM .

5.3 Computational methods

With the metrics and methods described above at hand, we suggest and compare four algorithms
to compute the diverse k shortest paths. Most of the methods are based on Eppstein’s algorithm,
such that for each vertex the distance of the shortest path (or walk) passing through this vertex
is given. In the following, each algorithm is explained more in detail, where it is assumed
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that the output of Eppstein’s algorithm is already pre-computed, i.e. there is a path-cost-map
p : V −→ R, with p(v) as the cost of the shortest (possibly loopy) path through v9.

5.3.1 FindKSP with Euclidean distance

A straightforward variation of the FindKSP algorithm introduced by Liu et al. [64] is to use an
Euclidean metric. In the following, FindKSP with the Yau-Hausdorff distance will be denoted
by find-ksp-max and with the mean Euclidean distance find-ksp-mean. In the FindKSP
algorithm the shortest paths are enumerated and greedily selected if the distance to the previous
paths is satisfying the constraint. As shown above, this procedure is particularly efficient with
the Yau-Hausdorff distance, because a single pass over all vertices yields the next path. Let K
be a set of k − 1 paths that have already been computed. Then the vertex v∗ with sufficient
distance and minimal p(v) is selected:

v∗ = argmin
v∈V

p(v) s.t. min
q∈Q,Q∈K

‖q − v∗‖ > θ

The shortest path through v∗ is the k-th path and can be reconstructed from both predecessor
maps. Eppstein’s method guarantees that this is the shortest path passing through v∗, and if
there was a shorter path with sufficient distance, it would have been represented by a different
vertex and found beforehand. Note that the distance of v∗ to the previous paths is only a lower
bound on the Yau-Hausdorff distance, since there can be other vertices in further distance on
the same path. If the shortest path trees are given, the runtime is only O(kn), corresponding
to k iterations over all vertices. The path must only be reconstructed from the predecessor map
once a diverse vertex is found (k times) and takes at most n steps; it therefore does not increase
the runtime.

On the other hand, according to the proof above finding the next shortest path with a minimum
average Euclidean distance is NP-hard. A method with no guarantees but practical use is again
to enumerate the Eppstein paths and reconstructing the paths until finding one that fulfills the
constraint. In contrast to the Yau-Hausdorff case, the path must be reconstructued in each
iteration, leading to a maximum runtime of O(n2). Note however that it is in no way guaranteed
that the optimal next path is found, since there might be a path with sufficient mean Euclidean
distance that is not represented in the shortest path trees.

5.3.2 Greedy set intersection

A second variant from FindKSP that we call greedy-set replaces pairwise-operating similarity
measures with a measure of vertex intersection with all previously computed path. In other
words, a path P = (v1, v2, . . . vp) is added greedily to the set of paths if less than θ percent of its
vertices are contained in any one of the k−1 previously computed paths. The method efficiently
computes diverse paths in the sense of large non-intersecting parts, but again with no guarantees
since the optimal path might not be represented in the shortest path trees.

5.3.3 K-dispersion

On the other hand, in a k-dispersion setting the threshold θ describes the maximal cost, and
diversity is maximized choosing k paths from a set K ∈ C, C = {P : c(P ) < θ} where c(P )

9If the angle-minimal Bellman-Ford algorithm is used, p would be a map from each edge; p : E −→ R
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denotes the cost of a path P . Here, the 2-approximation in [80, 81] is implemented with the
Yen-Hausdorff distance and the Jaccard distance.

5.3.4 Soft similarity penalizing

Finally, a trade-off between diversity and cost was implemented in the sense that vertices close
to the previously computed paths K are penalized (denoted in the following by corridor-
penalizing). Several works have discussed such an approach in relation to the transport of
hazardous material [56] and [4]. Here, we set a penalty r to a fraction of the cost of the least
cost path, and add it to the Eppstein-formulated vertex cost to yield

p′(v) = p(v) + r · d · min
u∈P, ∀P∈K

‖v − u‖

where d is a scale factor defining the penalty radius, and p′(u) = ∞ ∀u ∈ P, ∀P ∈ K to avoid
selecting the same path twice. Note that only the maximum Euclidean distance is considered,
since p(v) is penalized instead of the individual vertices of each path. The method can therefore
be seen as a soft version of find-ksp-max where paths are not directly excluded if they are too
close in the Yau-Hausdorff sense, but only penalized. Of course, a similar strategy could be used
on the original resistance values, but then the shortest path would have to be computed k times.

5.4 Experiments

The four algorithms explained above were evaluated on diverse path planning instances. For
the experiments presented here we use Instance 1 of the instances introduced above, at 20m
resolution, and always compute 5 diverse alternatives with the class AngleKSP that operates
on an ImplicitLG object (angle costs are also considered). We provide the results for Instance
2 in appendix C.2 to prove that the results presented here are not instance-specific. Appendix
C.1 details the chosen parameters in the experiments.
In Table 4 and Figure 20 we view the problem as a bi-criteria optimization, where summed path
costs and path diversity are optimized simultaneously. The diversity values in Table 4 refer to
averages over all pairs of paths in the set, and the ”sum of costs” corresponds to the sum of all
pylon resistances as well as angle costs of the 5 computed paths. The examples in Table 4 were
chosen for their similar sum of costs in order to point out differences in the achieved diversity
and runtime.

Method Threshold Runtime
(in s)

Yau-Hausdorff
distance

Mean Eucl.
distance

Jaccard
distance

Sum of
costs

find-ksp-max 18.00 6.22 38.80 10.29 0.73 69.44
find-ksp-mean 4.00 72.70 32.10 18.63 0.73 69.39
greedy-set 0.4 4.46 14.56 4.04 0.87 69.44

k-dispersion (Jaccard distance) 1.01 1247.18 29.65 8.94 0.9 69.47
k-dispersion (Yau-Hausdorff) 1.01 8177.36 18.76 4.20 0.67 69.45

corridor-penalizing 80.0 5.05 41.25 10.49 0.66 69.46

Table 4: Overview and comparison of selected algorithms to compute diverse shortest paths. The Yau-Hausdorff
and mean Euclidean distances are given in cell units. While all selected configurations lead to similar path
costs, the Jaccard distance is optimized by the k-dispersion algorithm with Jaccard distance and by the greedy-
set method. Euclidean distance metrics on the other hand are maximal for the corridor-penalizing method or
with find-ksp-max and find-ksp-mean. The runtime of k-dispersion methods is significantly larger than for other
algorithms.
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5 Computing k diverse shortest paths

Path diversity. The results in Table 4 confirm the analytic analysis and motivation for each
algorithm. As expected, the find-ksp-max and corridor-penalizing methods maximize the
Yau-Hausdorff distance efficiently, while find-ksp-mean is suitable if a high average Euclidean
distance is desired. The greedy-set algorithm (which adds paths greedily if the intersection
of pylons with previous paths is sufficiently small) indeed achieves comparably low IoU (high
Jaccard distance), but performs poorly in terms of Euclidean distances between paths.
The long runtime of k-dispersion methods is only partly justified by the results, as the diversity
of k-dispersion (Yau-Hausdorff) is inferior to other approaches, with an average of only
18.76 cells Yau-Hausdorff distance between paths. The reason is that since the path cost is only
bounded by a threshold and not minimized, the algorithm selects paths of higher cost on average
than greedy methods and can therefore lead to less diverse paths at the same sum of costs. Here,
all paths with a cost below 1.01 of the best path cost were taken into account, and even then the
runtime amounts to hours but the achieved Yau-Hausdorff diversity is inferior to other method.
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Figure 20: Diversity-cost trade-offs of various diverse k-shortest-path algorithms. Each point refers to a set
of five paths that were computed with a specific algorithm and metric. Each algorithm optimizes diversity with
respect to a certain metric as shown in the legend (Y - Yau-Hausdorff, J - Jaccard, M - Mean Euclidean distance).
The sum of costs (pylon, cable and angle costs) of all five paths is analysed with respect to the diversity of paths
in the sense of a Jaccard, Yau-Hausdorff or mean Euclidean distance. The diversity-parameter of each algorithm
was varied such that in most cases (but not all) it holds that the higher the diversity (points further right), the
larger the diversity parameter was set.
It can be observed that the greedy-set method and a k-dispersion approximation with Jaccard distances
minimize the intersection of paths (left) well while maintaining low costs; i.e. points at the bottom right are
optimal in both regards. In an Euclidean setting on the other hand the best performance is achieved by corridor-
penalizing. Surprisingly there are no major differences in the performance of algorithms when evaluated against
Euclidean maximum and average distance metrics.

On the other hand, Figure 20 shows that a k-dispersion approximation with the Jaccard dis-
tance outperforms other methods in the trade-off between the sum of costs and the Jaccard
diversity (averaged over pairs of paths in the set). Arguably, the superiority over faster methods,
for example the greedy-set procedure, is too small to justify the increase in runtime. Indeed,
the greedy-set method might be the optimal choice for a user interested in low intersection but
not necessarily large Euclidean distance (Figure 20 left). If the Euclidean distance is prioritized,
then the FindKSP algorithm performs well, with high distances at marginally higher costs as
visible in Figure 20 (center and right). Interestingly, corridor-penalizing outperforms both
slightly, thus efficiently providing a good solution with optimal cost-diversity trade-off. However,
in contrast to other methods corridor-penalizing is more sensitive to the threshold. Since it is
not a hard threshold, the path might be almost the same as a previous one if the penalty is too
low. Furthermore, two parameters must be set: The penalty and the distance in which cells are
penalized with non-zero cost. One could even choose another function how the penalty reduces
with the distance. Here, we fixed the penalty p to 0.01 of the cost of the optimal path, and penal-
ize with linearly decreasing cost, i.e. the the further a cell is from the previous paths, the lower
the penalty, and in cells further away than a parameter r, the penalty is zero. Higher diversity
than in Figure 20 can be achieved efficiently with a higher penalty p, but then the combination
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5 Computing k diverse shortest paths

of p and r must be calibrated. Thus, the choice of parameter is less intuitive than in other
methods, where one can directly set a maximum IoU or a minimum Yau-Hausdorff distance.
However, since the method is very efficient, the parameter could be calibrated automatically in
a grid search to yield a certain average or maximum Euclidean distance.

Time efficiency. Furthermore, observe in Table 4 that the runtime varies widely. Most pro-
posed algorithms iterate efficiently over paths with Eppstein’s algorithm and operate greedily,
except for the k-dispersion algorithm that requires to compute the pairwise distances of all
paths whose costs are below a threshold. Thus, a slight increase in the cost threshold leads to
a significantly larger set of considered paths, and the run time increases quadratically with the
number of paths. In contrast to that, the runtime of find-ksp-max and corridor-penalizing
are independent of the diversity threshold, because they only take approximately k · n steps.
The find-ksp-mean and greedy-set algorithms greedily iterate over all Eppstein-paths and
computing the distances or intersection, thus taking unpredictably longer the higher the diver-
sity threshold, but still by far less time than k-dispersion methods. Note that the runtime for
computing the average Euclidean distance can be improved with space separation methods such
as Quad Trees; so far, it is quadratic in the length of the paths.

Qualitative comparison. In addition to the quantitative analysis, the outputs are also con-
trasted qualitatively. Figure 21 shows a threshold variation for corridor-penalizing. It is
visible that the paths differ well in both the maximum and average Euclidean distance. The
qualitative outputs for all algorithms are shown in appendix C.2 for comparison. To summarize,

10.0 20.0 40.0 60.0

Figure 21: Example output of the corridor-penalizing method. The radius of penalty application is noted
above each plot, given in raster cell distance. Clearly, the larger the penalty, the more the paths are diverging.

the greedy-set algorithm appears to offer the best trade-off between diversity, costs and run-
time if spatial distances are not taken into account, whereas corridor-penalizing is the first
choice if the Euclidean distance is to be optimized. find-ksp-max might be preferable since it
guarantees an optimal solution and its parameter setting is more intuitive, and find-ksp-mean
achieves the highest diversity with respect to the mean Euclidean distance.
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6.1 Optimizing tower heights in complex terrain

In regions that are not flat, but of significantly varying altitude, additional requirements are
placed on transmission line construction. Transmission towers can be of different heights, but
higher pylons come at higher costs. In complex terrain, raising the height of the tower is necessary
to assure the minimum height of the cable above the ground, here denoted with ∆. Thereby the
sag of the cable must be taken into account, taking the shape of a catenary curve. The aim thus
becomes to find an optimal height-assignment to each vertex, h : V → R, in order to compute a
path that minimizes the edge costs c and the height costs defined by a function ch : R → R at
the same time. Formally, the goal is to find

min
P=u1,...,u|P |

|P |−1∑
i=1

c((ui, ui+1)) + wh · ch(h(ui)) ,

where wh is the weight corresponding to the importance of pylon height costs toward the overall
path cost.

However, the assignment of h is constrained to the compliance with a minimum height constraint
∆ posed by official construction regulations. At any location along the power line, the cable must
always be at least ∆ meters above the ground. Let H : V → R define the altitude of the terrain
at each point. Then we define an indicator function f that outputs the feasibility of an edge
e = (u, v) with a given height assignment function h in the terrain H: If f(e, h(u), h(v),H) = 1,
then it is feasible to span a cable between u and v with tower heights h(u) and h(v). Otherwise,
it is not feasible, i.e. there is a point between the two pylons where the cable is less than ∆
meters above the ground. The general setting is visualized in Figure 22a.

Here, f is restricted to functions where higher towers can not take away feasibility: If h′(u) ≥ h(u)
and h′(v) ≥ h(v) for an edge e = (u, v) and f(e, h(u), h(v),H) = 1, then f(e, h

′
(u), h

′
(v),H) = 1

is implied. Intuitively, increasing the height of a tower can never make the cable height lower
at any point. We do not want to describe the computation of f in detail, since the calculations
are straightforward with standard methods to compute the sag of the line, and subsequent
comparison of the cable height and the underlying terrain. For details on the computation of
the line sag, please refer to [78, 75]. Suitable parameters were selected from [82].

To the best of our knowledge, there is hardly any literature on the optimization problem with
regards to pylon heights. In particular, the general case with continuous values for h and arbitrary
complexity of f , the problem seems rather intractable, considering that the height of one pylon
modifies the constraints on its neighboring pylons, and it is therefore not straightforward to solve
in dynamic programming fashion. We thus constrain ourselves to the discrete case, where the
transmission tower height can only be one out of k values. In this application, h(u) ∈ {60, 70, 80}
meters is for example a reasonable assumption.

A globally optimal and efficient algorithm for this problem is given by node splitting: Each
vertex is replaced by k new vertices, each representing a possible height. Consequently, up to k2

edges must be placed between a pair of original vertices, connecting the possible combinations of
heights. The height costs can be simply added to the normal edge weights. It is trivial to prove
that this procedure yields the optimal minimal-height path in polynomial time.

Nevertheless, a factor of k2 presents a significant increase of graph size. We therefore propose an
improved version, exploiting the property that increasing height can not change the feasibility,
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such that the lowest possible combination is always desirable. Let σ1 . . . σk denote the possible
discrete height values, in increasing order. As before, the vertices of the graph G are replaced
by k new vertices in the auxiliary graph H, but this time only k edges are placed for each edge
in G. Consider one edge e = (u, v) and its replacement vertices u′1 . . . u

′
k and v′1 . . . v

′
k. Then the

edges of H are the union of two edge sets, namely

E1 =
{

(u
′
i, v
′

j∗(i))
∣∣ ∀e ∈ E, e = (u, v), ∀i ∈ [1..k], j∗(i) = min

j
j s.t. f(σi, σj ,H) = 1

}
E2 =

{
(u
′
i, u
′
i+1)

∣∣ ∀u ∈ V, ∀i ∈ [1..k − 1]
}

An example is shown in Figure 22, depicting the representation of a single edge in H. With three
discrete options for the pylon height, a vertex u is split in three parts u1, u2, u3. In Figure 22, the
upmost vertex represents the maximal pylon height θk. For each of the three vertices, an outgoing
edge is placed, ending in the vertex with minimal feasible height. For example, if the left pylon
is of lowest height, then the right pylon must be at least of medium height. An edge would be
placed between u1 and v2 in H. After the shortest path is computed, the height of a pylon in u
corresponds to the maximum height of this vertex passed on the path P , i.e. θj : j = argmax

j:u
′
j∈P

u
′
j .

sag

(a) Discrete pylon height problem

3

2

3

2

c(e)

c(e)

c(e)+2

(b) Auxiliary graph H

Figure 22: Challenges in complex terrain: The sag of the cable must be accounted for when computing the
minimal pylon height. An auxiliary graph is proposed that solves the pylon-height-optimal shortest path problem.
Vertices are split in k parts, which are connected amongst each other in a single path. Edges are replaced by the
minimal feasible connections.

Furthermore, the height costs are placed on each edge e = (u
′
, v
′
), corresponding to the (addi-

tional) cost for the pylon in v′ . Formally,

c
(
(u
′
i, u
′
i+1)

)
= ch(σi+1)− ch(σi) (6.1)

c
(
(u
′
i, v
′

j∗(i))
)

= c((u, v)) + ch(σj∗(i)) (6.2)

For example, in Figure 22 ch(σ1) = 0, ch(σ2) = 2, ch(σ3) = 5.

Lemma 6.1. Any feasible path and height configuration is represented in H, and any path in H
is feasible.

Proof. Since the minimal but yet feasible edges are selected by construction of E1, all edges
between distinct vertices of G are feasible. Furthermore, higher pylon heights are always feasible
due to the assumed properties of f , so edges in E2 of the form (u

′
i, u
′
i+1) can not change feasibility.
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On the other hand, any feasible option is clearly contained in H, since an outgoing edge is added
for each u′ if there is any feasible edge, and it can be extended to reach a higher pylon of v with
an edge of E2.

Based on this observation it is easy to see that any shortest path algorithm applied on H will
find the optimal height-constrained path. Meanwhile, the size of the graph is larger, namely
|V ′ | = k · |V | due to node splitting, and |E′ | = |E1| + |E2| ≤ k · |E| + |V | · (k − 1) because at
most k edges replace an edge in G and additional edges are placed between the vertices of V ′ .

6.2 NP-hardness of the Least Average Cost Path Problem

Often planners of power infrastructure aim to avoid high cost areas by all means, since these
locations might bring along unpredictable costs, such as legal expenses or delays in construction
due to protests of local residents. Since sometimes large detours are accepted to circumvent areas
of high cost, the idea was raised to minimize the average costs instead of the sum of costs.

Definition 6.2. The Least Average Cost Path Problem is the problem to find the path P ∗

with lowest average edge costs, i.e.

P ∗ = min
P=(e1,...,en)

1

n

n∑
i=1

c(ei)

.

Theorem 6.3. The Least Average Cost Path Problem is NP-hard.

Proof. The theorem is proven by reduction from the Hamilton Path problem. A similar con-
struction as in subsubsection 5.2.2 is used, depicted in Figure 23b. Given a graph G = (V,E),
we show that the existence of an average least cost path in an auxiliary graph H determines
whether there is a Hamilton path in G.
H = (V

′
, E
′
) is constructed by adding two vertices s, t and connecting them to all vertices of G:

V
′

= V ∪ {s, t}, E
′

= E ∪ {(s, v)|v ∈ V } ∪ {(v, t)|v ∈ V }

Additionally, c(e) = 0 ∀e ∈ E (black edges) and c(e
′
) = 10 ∀e′ ∈ E

′ \ E (blue edges). Let
θc = 20

|V |+1 . If there exists a least average cost path P ∗ in H from s to t, with an average cost
of less or equal than θc, then all vertices in of G occur on P ∗, because if |P ∗| < |V | then the
average cost is

1

|P ∗|
∑
ei∈P ∗

c(ei) =
10 + 0 + · · ·+ 0 + 10

|P ∗|
>

20

|V |+ 1
= θc

Consequently, the computation of the average least cost path in H leads to a Hamilton path in
G if possible, and therefore the cost of the average least cost path decides the Hamilton path
problem.

6.3 NP-hardness of the Sliding Window Constrained Shortest Path Problem

The construction in Figure 23b directly implies NP-hardness for a second specific problem ap-
pearing in linear infrastructure layout. The problem is visualized in Figure 23a.
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s t

(a) Sliding window-constrained shortest path

s t

10

0
10

(b) Auxiliary graph H

Figure 23: Two variations of the shortest path problem are shown to be NP-hard: The least average cost path
problem, and shortest path finding with a budget constraint on each window of k consecutive edges, shown in
a. b) shows the auxiliary graph H used in the proof: An average least cost path from s to t decides about the
Hamiltonian path problem in G (black).

Definition 6.4. The Sliding Window Constrained Shortest Path Problem is the problem
to find the shortest path P ∗ subject to the constraint that the sum of costs in each set of k
consecutive edges on P ∗ is lower than a threshold θs. Formally, with P ∗ = (e1, . . . , e|P |), it must
hold that

∀j ∈ [1..|P | − k] :

j+k∑
i=j

c(ei) ≤ θs

Here, the motivation is again rooted in angle constraints. For example, we encountered an
application regarding the layout of underground cables, where the angles in a distance of 500
meters cannot exceed 220 degrees because of tension constraints. The problem above regards
edge costs instead of angle costs to simplify the problem and generalize it to other applications.

Theorem 6.5. For non-fixed k, the Sliding Window Constrained Shortest Path Problem is NP-
hard.

Proof. The same auxiliary graph H as above and shown in Figure 23b is constructed from G.
We set k = |V | and θs = 10. We claim that the only path from s to t where each sliding window
fulfills the constraint is a Hamilton path. To see this, note that any path with less than |V |+ 1
edges has a sliding window of size less or equal than |V | (the window corresponding to the whole
path) that includes two edges with cost 10. The existence of a path complying with the sliding
window constraint therefore implies a path length of |V |+ 1 edges which is a Hamilton path in
G.

Note however that for a fixed window size k there might be efficient methods and further work
is necessary to explore this possibility.
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Power infrastructure planning is an inherently interdisciplinary field, calling for communication
between experts from geography, public relations, mathematics and computer science. An auto-
matic planning tool must therefore be easy to use and transparent in the sense that the optimality
of routes must be explainable. Thus, there is a clear need for easy-to-use software with intuitive
drag-and-drop like features. With the incentive to build a demo version of such software, we
build a simple user interface (UI). The UI is built only in Python with the kivy package, and
implements all major algorithms that were presented here. Figure 24 shows a snapshot of the
interface, whose features and functions are explained in detail in the following.

7.1 Data and configuration

First, the data needs to be loaded from the file system. Problematically, the initial input data,
geographical layers and weighting, can take various formats and forms of storage, and the pre-
processing steps are largely project specific. While there exists a class DataReader in the main
source code for data pre-processing, this part was not included in the GUI, in order to ensure
the applicability of the interface for different data sources. Instead, the input is a generic binary
DAT file containing three numpy arrays and a configuration dictionary. Specifically, the input
comprises

• the instance, an array of shape number_categories× raster_width× raster_height, where
the category-wise resistance to place a pylon is stored in the corresponding raster cell

• the cable-instance, which can be exactly the same as the instance or vary in value, describing
the resistance to span a cable above a cell

• the corridor defining forbidden regions, i.e. a binary array of size raster_width×raster_height
with zero in forbidden and ones in allowed cells

• the configuration, a dictionary storing values such as category names and initial weights,
minimum and maximum pylon distance and other hyperparameters.

Once the data is loaded, the instance is multiplied with the corridor, such that forbidden regions
are displayed in black. In the case of an instance with three categories as in Figure 24, the
instance values can be visualized conveniently as RGB values. For example, in Figure 24 the
blue region shows a nature reservation area with high environmental costs. In addition to the
resistance display, the weight-sliders are initialized to the values given in the configuration file.

7.2 Least cost path computation

After setting the preferred weights of cable (edge) costs, angle costs, and categories, the pro-
cessing is started either by selecting ”single shortest path” or ”shortest path trees”. While the
former takes exactly half of the time, because only the shortest path tree rooted in the source is
computed, the latter is required for any further processing, including the computation of diverse
alternatives. With the button press, an instance of ImplicitLG as introduced in subsubsec-
tion 3.2.2 is initialized and the graph is build based on the given parameters and weights. The
returned shortest path is visualized on the resistance map in white colour.
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Figure 24: User interface for power infrastructure planning

7.3 K diverse shortest paths and informed routing

Only when both shortest path trees are available, the last two buttons are enabled. Clicking on
”KSP” yields a set of k diverse shortest paths computed with the corridor-penalizing method
as the default (see subsubsection 5.3.4). In this demo version, the parameters cannot be varied,
but it is straightforward to ask for further details in a pop-up window. As visible in Figure 24, the
output paths are coloured in grey scale: The darker the path, the more resistances. Furthermore,
when pressing ”Path routing” the user is asked to input (raster-)coordinates of a rectangular area.
The optimal path crossing this area is computed with the methods explained in section 3.2.2
(example in Figure 7b).

Together, the interface presents a lean and intuitive demonstration platform to quickly explore
and visualize the algorithms for power infrastructure planning introduced here. Meanwhile, it is
of course necessary to integrate such algorithms in GIS-software to analyse the suggested paths
with respect to the geographic features.
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Power infrastructure layout is a challenge of significant impact on society. Besides ensuring
the consistent and robust energy supply, it also plays a major role for the successful transition
to renewable energies in view of climate change. At the same time, high investments are at
stake, with around 1.5 million euros spent per kilometer of transmission line [97]. Meanwhile,
the planning process is still often based on an informed trial-and-error strategy, or at the most
a raster-based approach to route a path through a grid-like representation of the geographic
resistances. Here, we instead developed a global optimization method, that rigorously and flexibly
computes the power line route of minimal cost. Importantly, we explicitly model the placement
of pylons in given distances, and thereby jointly optimize the resistances caused by the placement
of pylons and the transition of cables.

In summary, our main contribution comprises algorithmic work and a computational framework
to compute the angle-optimal least cost path, and possibly diverse alternatives. First, we ex-
plained computational methods to efficiently operate on large graphs of even billions of edges. We
described an iterative ”pipeline” process to increase resolution and at the same time narrow down
the region of interest. Secondly, we introduced novel algorithms for the efficient minimization
of angles along the path, where best performance can be achieved with an algorithm applicable
for linear and monotonically increasing di-edge cost functions. Third, various methods for the
computation of a set of alternative routes were discussed, trading off costs and diversity of the
routes. We show that with certain metrics the greedy selection of a diverse path is actually
NP-hard, and thus develop heuristic methods that are experimentally shown to achieve diverse
paths according to these metrics. Last, we presented a simple method to take into account
the costs of higher pylons necessary in complex terrain and analyzed further challenges in lin-
ear infrastructure layout, namely sliding-window type constraints and the the average least cost
path.

While our experiments show the system’s efficiency to compute the globally optimal paths, our
modelling approach comes at cost of graph size. In contrast to path planning in a grid (with edges
to the 8-neighborhood), in our approach the number of edges shows cubic growth with increasing
resolution, instead of quadratic growth. An additional limitation is given by the dependency
on the minimum and maximum pylon distances. Our methods still offer a feasible time and
space efficiency for the discussed real-life application scenarios, in particular with the pipeline
approach and efficient angle optimization. It was also shown that the resistances and angle costs
are decreased substantially with our method, proving that it it worthwhile to investigate and
accelerate globally optimal methods. Further work is required to yield a graph representation
or processing pipeline that allows (approximate) shortest path computations for large project
regions at high resolution. Similarly, our work on the optimization of pylon heights is improving
significantly over the baseline solution, but still leads to a multiple of the graph size, proportional
to the number of discrete pylon heights. More theoretical work is required to find an efficient
exact algorithm or approximation.

An entirely different challenge is posed by the communication of mathematical methods to plan-
ning agencies and public authorities. Although a global optimum is computed, the result is
naturally very sensitive to the input, namely the weighting of layers and cost categories, impor-
tance of cable resistances, angle costs and pylon heights. Any software for power infrastructure
planning must therefore guide the user through parameter setting and provide feedback in the
form of visualizations. Our GUI serves as a simple prototype, demonstrating how such a system
could use sliders for weight tuning and continuous visualization of the output paths. Although by
no means comprehensive, it shows the ease of power infrastructure planning with mathematical
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optimization.

Moreover, the proposed methodology is by no means limited to transmission line planning. The
presented framework could for example be used for the layout of pipes, underground transmission
lines, or highways. In each of those applications it is necessary to optimize costs and angles
simultaneously since angled elements are more expensive or lead to higher resistance. In addition,
it is equally beneficial in many other applications to compute several diverse alternatives, since it
gives planners the possibility to analyze and compare options and to select the optimal one based
on their insights and experience in planning and construction. We thus hope to pave the road
towards software-assisted linear infrastructure planning with rigorous mathematical methods,
with the potential to lower the costs for the planning process considerably, and to decrease
the clash between local residents and planning agencies, or environmentalists and construction
authorities.
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B An accelerated update algorithm for linear angle cost functions

Appendices

A Parameter specifications

Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 3
Traversing of forbidden regions allowed? No Yes Yes

Angle weight 0.1 0.2 0.4
Cable weight 0.33 0.33 0.33

Cost categories cultural, parcel,
technical, planning] resistance Bau/Unterhalt, Raumplanung,

Umwelt-/Biotopschutz]
Category weights [4.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0] [1] [1, 1, 1]

Minimal pylon distance (in m) 150 350 150
Maximal pylon distance (in m) 250 500 250

Maximal angle between s-t-connection and cable direction π
2

π
2

π
2

Maximal angle between two cables π
2

π
2

π
2

Table 5: Parameter specifications for each instance.

B An accelerated update algorithm for linear angle cost functions

Theorem B.1. Let ca : [0, 180] −→ R+ be a linear monotonically increasing angle cost function.
Then the runtime of algorithm 1 reduces to O

(
p ·
∑

v

(
δ−(v)+δ+(v)

)
log
(
δ+(v)δ−(v)

))
, since at

each vertex with k incoming and l outgoing edges only O
(
(k + l) log kl

)
operations are executed.

This leads to a runtime of O
(
pm log d2

)
in a d-regular graph.

In the following, it will be shown that the update of a single vertex v requires O
(
·
∑

v

(
δ−(v) +

δ+(v)
)

log
(
δ+(v)δ−(v)

))
, which directly implies the overall runtime by the structure of algo-

rithm 1. We denote the incoming edges by the set E− = {e−1 , . . . , e
−
k } and the outgoing edges

by E+ = {e+
1 , . . . , e

+
l }. Note that if the graph is undirected, then it is simply transformed into

a directed graph, such that each original edge appears once in E− and once in E+, and k = l.
Thus, from now on a directed graph is assumed. The algorithm proceeds in several steps: a) for
each incoming edge, the two angle-wise optimal outgoing edges are found b) these edge tuples
are sorted by their combined path cost and c) the outgoing edges are updated iteratively. Each
of these steps is described in detail in the following and correctness is proven.

B.1 Angle assignment

First, the edges in E+ are ordered according to their radial position. In practice, an arbitrary
edge can be picked, e.g. e+

1 , and for all other edges in E+ and E− the angle with respect to e+
1

is computed using the arc tangens, such that the output range is between zero and 360 degrees.
Let θ(e) : E −→ [0, 360) be the function assigning each edge e the angle to e+

1 , called angle value
in the following. Only in this setting it holds that θ(e−i ) = θ(e+

j ) if and only if e−i and e+
j form

a straight line (e+
j leaves v in the same angle as e−i reaches it). For simplicity, it is assumed

from now on that the indices of the outgoing edges 1 . . . l correspond to the position of the edge
according to the angle order such that θ(e+

1 ) ≤ θ(e+
2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ θ(e+

l )10. With this notation, the

10the edges can be sorted and re-indexed in O(l log l)
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B An accelerated update algorithm for linear angle cost functions

aim to find the optimal predecessor in terms of angle and distances for each outgoing edge can
be formulated as

∀j : Find argmin
i

D[e−i ] + ca(|θ(e+
i )− θ(e−j )|m) , |x|m = min{x, 360− x} .

The operation |x|m computes the smaller angle between both edges and thereby ensures that
the input of ca lies within its domain [0, 180]. Here, as a first step we find the two closest
outgoing edges for each incoming edge only with respect to the angle both in clockwise and
counter-clockwise direction.

Lemma B.2. The angle-optimal edge-tuples can be constructed in O
(

(k + l) log l
)
.

Proof. The proof is given with algorithm 6. Assume one wants to find the closest outgoing edge
e+∗ for a given incoming edge e−. By ”closest”, we refer to the edge tuple with the smallest
angle, i.e. the incoming and outgoing edge optimally resemble a straight line. By definition of
the angle-value function θ, the closest incoming edge is simply the one with the most similar
angle value, i.e.

e+∗ = argmin
e+∈E−

|θ(e+)− θ(e−)|m

A suitable structure to find such matches efficiently is given with an AVL tree structure, where
the closest values can be found in logarithmic time once the tree is build. Thus, a balanced AVL
tree denoted by H is constructed by inserting the values θ(e+) for all e+ ∈ E+. Building H only
takes O(l log l). Then, each incoming edge is input to algorithm 6 which yields the two closest
elements.

Algorithm 6: find-closest
Input: AVL tree H (balanced and sorted by key), element x
// define σl and σr as the currently closest elements
σl, σr =∞
n = H.root()
// Traverse tree
while not isLeaf(n) do

if x > n.key() then
σl = n
n = getRightChild(n)

else
σr = n
n = getLeftChild(n)

end
// check border cases if one is still infinity
if σl is ∞ then

// set left bound to the largest element in the tree
σl = H[−1]

if σr is ∞ then
// set right bound to the smallest element in the tree
σr = H[0]

return σl, σr

In algorithm 6 for each e− ∈ E− the tree H is traversed to find the closest matches in both direc-
tions, which due to the balancing and sorting only requires O(log l) for each edge, or O(k log l)
in total. By traversing H and memorizing the left and right bounds, the closest value is found
at the latest when reaching the leaves of the tree. Note that special care has to be taken with
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respect to circularity: If an element is larger than the rightmost element in the tree, then its
closest edge in clockwise direction is given by the leftmost element (last lines in algorithm 6).

To conclude, traversing the tree for all incoming edges requires O(k log l) and together with the
tree construction leads to O

(
(k + l) log l

)
. The procedure yields a collection of 2k tuples of

incoming edges matched with their respective closest outgoing edges. Note that outgoing edges
e+ can be the angle-wise closest edge for multiple e−, so any e+ can appear multiple times or
not at all.

B.2 Sorted triple construction

These tuples are now amended with a deviation value δ that is initialized to zero. The triples
are of the form (i, j, δ), where i ∈ [1..k] is the index of the incoming edge and j ∈ [1..l] the index
of the outgoing edge. Since the algorithm described in subsection B.1 yields 2k tuples, initially
there are 2k triples with δ = 0. For simplicity of notation, we assume that the edges correspond
to unit vectors in a 2-dimensional Euclidean space, such that the angle between e− and e+ can
simply be denoted by 〈e−, e+〉.

Furthermore, the triples are sorted by their preliminary distance d defined as

d(i, j, δ) := D[e−i ] + ca(〈e−i , e
+
j+δ〉) ,

initially corresponding to the distance of the incoming edge plus the angle cost between incoming
edge i and outgoing edge j (δ = 0), later to a neighboring outgoing edge with index j + δ. Once
the optimal preliminary distance d(i, j, δ) is known for e+

j+δ, only its edge cost c(e+
j+δ) must be

added to d(i, j, δ) to yield the distance of e+
j+δ to the source as desired. Formally,

D[e+
j+δ] = D[e−i ] + ca(〈e−i , e

+
j+δ〉) + c(e+

j+δ) = d(i, j, δ) + c(e+
j+δ) .

Sorting all 2k triples requires O
(
k log k

)
. The sorted triples are put on a stack S, such that the

first element corresponds to the triple with lowest temporary distance value d(i, j, δ).

B.3 Cost update algorithm

First, all triples on the stack are used to update the outgoing edges with the according preliminary
cost:

∀(i, j, 0) ∈ S : D[e+
j ]← min{D[e+

j ], d(i, j, 0) + c(e+
j )} (B.1)

Since these are valid combinations of in- and outgoing edges, D[e+
j ] can only be overestimated in

the update in Equation B.1, but never underestimated. Following this first pass over the stack
(O(k)), algorithm 7 further updates the outgoing edges with their optimal costs. Starting from
the cheapest combination on the stack, the neighboring edges are updated until encountering
one with lower distances, i.e. where the update is unnecessary. Figure 25 shows an example
application of algorithm 7: The top triple is retrieved from the stack, and the corresponding
edge combination is updated. As long as the update is successful, i.e. the new distance is lower
than the previous distance, δ is increased by 1 (clockwise updates) or decreased by 1 (counter-
clockwise updates). An indicator array M+ marks the edges that have been updated by a
clockwise update operation, and equivalently M− marks whether the edge has been updated
by a counter-clockwise update. The intuition is that if an edge has already been updated by a
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Figure 25: Angle update algorithm: First, the triple
(2, 4, 0) coloured in green is updated since it is the
triple with lowest preliminary distance d. Further-
more, the neighboring outgoing edges are updated
in counter-clockwise direction 1©, 2©, until reaching
an edge with lower or equal current distance. Here,
D[e+2 ] = 3 = D[e+4 ] + 1 + 2 fulfills the stop criterion.
Consequently, any further edge in counter-clockwise
direction would be of shorter or equal distance if it is
updated by the predecessor edge of e+2 instead of the
predecessor of e+4 . Thus, it is continued in clockwise
direction and e+5 is updated 3©. Only then the algo-
rithm moves to the next triple on the stack, (5, 1, 0).
Since D[e+1 ] + 1 < D[e+2 ], the distance and predeces-
sor of e+2 is updated 4©. The update with e−5 stops at
e+3 because the current preliminary distance is lower
than the update 5©. All other triples on the stack are
checked but will not have further effects.

clockwise update, then another triple with positive δ will not improve over it because the triples
on the stack are sorted and the cost function is linear. This reasoning will be proved formally in
the following.

Algorithm 7: Optimal cost edge assignment
Input: S, D, d
// Initialize M− and M+ defining which edges where updated already
M−[j] = M+[j] = 0 ∀j = 1..l
while not (S.isEmpty()) do

// Get next best triple from stack
i, j, δ = S.pop()
γ = (j + δ) mod l
// Update distance and predecessor
if d(i, j, δ) ≤ D[e+

γ ]− c(e+
γ ) then

D[e+
γ ] = d(i, j, δ) + c(e+

γ );
P [e+

γ ] = ei;

if δ ≥ 0 then
M+[γ] = 1

if δ ≤ 0 then
M−[γ] = 1

// Add next closest angle in positive direction if not updated
yet

if δ ≥ 0 and M+[γ + 1] = 0 then
S.push((i, j, δ + 1))

// Add next closest edge in negative direction if not updated yet
if δ ≤ 0 and M−[γ − 1] = 0 then

S.push((i, j, δ − 1))
end

Theorem B.3. algorithm 7 takes O(k + l) steps.

Proof. The runtime is computed by considering the number of triples that can at most be added
to the stack. In order to add a triple to S, there must be an update operation, leading to a
marking of the of the updated edge, i.e. M+[j] = 1 or M−[j] = 1. Note that except for iterations
where δ = 0 (the initial triples on the stack), the edge is always unmarked beforehand: By the
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structure of a stack, the retrieved element is always the most recently added one, and throughout
the algorithm a triple is only added if it was not marked in this direction before.

Therefore, any outgoing edge appears in a triple on the stack at most twice apart from the initial
triples: Once with δ > 0 and once with δ < 0. After the first consideration of such a triple,
it will be marked in the corresponding M , and no further triples referring to this edge can be
added. Consequently, only 2l triples can be added besides the 2k triples initially on the stack,
leading to O(k + l) iterations.

Theorem B.4. algorithm 7 updates all edge distances of e+ ∈ E+ correctly and assigns them
an optimal predecessor, if the angle cost function is linear and monotonically increasing.

Proof. Let j∗ denote the index of any outgoing edge, and let i∗ be the index of its optimal
predecessor, for simplicity assumed to be unique. If there is a second predecessor edge leading to
the same distance, it follows that one of either will be found. If (i∗, j∗, 0) is a triple on the stack,
then clearly this triple will be encountered in the update pass before starting algorithm 7, so the
distance will be updated with i∗ correctly assigned as the predecessor. As the other distances
are larger and the distance is never underestimated, no other update in algorithm 7 will change
the assignment.

On the other hand, if (i∗, j∗, 0) is not an initial triple, then it remains to show that a triple
(i∗, ĵ, σ) with j∗ = ĵ + σ will be pushed to the stack at some point. Observe that for sure two
triples exist on the stack containing i∗ as the incoming edge, since in the triple-creation process
the two outgoing edges with closest angle are assigned for each incoming edge. Consider the
triple (i∗, ĵ, 0) containing i∗ with its optimal outgoing edge ĵ in the direction towards e+

i∗ . The
following observation is sufficient to show that D[ej∗ ] is updated correctly and e−i∗ is chosen as
its predecessor.

Lemma B.5. All edges with index j, ĵ ≤ j ≤ j∗, are assigned e−i∗ as its predecessor and the
distance is updated correctly as D[ej ] = d(i∗, j, 0) + c(e+

j ).

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on k for 0 ≤ k ≤ j∗ − ĵ or j∗ − ĵ ≤ k ≤ 0, dependent
on whether ĵ < j∗. Let j = ĵ + k. We claim as the base case that for k = 0 then the edge e+

ĵ

is assigned e−i∗ as its predecessor. For the sake of contradiction, assume that when (i∗, ĵ, 0) is
retrieved from the stack, the distance d(i∗, ĵ, 0) + c(eĵ) is larger than the current distance D[e+

ĵ
],

and thus no further triples with i∗ are added to the stack. Say e−
î
is the current predecessor for

e+
ĵ
, such that

D[e−
î

] + ca(〈e−î , e
+
ĵ
〉) < D[e−i∗ ] + ca(〈e−i∗ , e

+
ĵ
〉) (B.2)

With a linear and monotonically increasing angle cost function, this however leads to the following
inequalities

D[e−
î

] + ca(〈e−î , e
+
j∗〉)

≤ D[e−
î

] + ca(〈e−î , e
+
ĵ
〉) + ca(〈e−ĵ , e

+
j∗〉)

<
B.2

D[e−i∗ ] + ca(〈e−i∗ , e
+
ĵ
〉) + ca(〈e−ĵ , e

+
j∗〉)

= D[e−i∗ ] + ca(〈e−i∗ , e
+
j∗〉)
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The last equality follows from linearity together with the fact that ĵ is the optimal edge in the
direction of j∗, such that the angles indeed add up.

This derivation contradicts the fact that i∗ is the index of the optimal predecessor of e+
j∗ , since the

distance with e−
î
as its predecessor is lower. Thus, a contradiction to the assumption is reached

and it can be concluded that e+
ĵ
is indeed updated with i∗, and consequently the triples (i∗, ĵ,−1)

and (i∗, ĵ, 1) are added to the stack if they are not marked. Therefore, no such predecessor e−
î

exists, and thus e+
ĵ

was never updated except for the pass over the stack in Equation B.1. It

follows that M+[ĵ] = M−[ĵ] = 0 before the update with î.

As the induction step, assume now that ĵ < j∗, so any relevant triple is described by (i∗, ĵ, k),
with 0 ≤ k ≤ j∗ − ĵ. The other case (ĵ > j∗) is analogous with δ < 0. First, for any edge
e+
ĵ+k

it holds that M+[ĵ + k] = 0. The only case where M+[ĵ + γ] = 1 is if the edge was

updated before by a triple with δ ≥ 0. By induction, the previous edge e+
ĵ+k−1

was unmarked
before and never updated, so no triple with δ > 0 could have passed this edge and updated the
following one. Thus, the triple (i∗, ĵ, k) is clearly pushed to the stack after the update of e+

ĵ+k−1
.

When retrieved from the stack, the same argument as above holds: If e+
ĵ+k

was assigned another

predecessor e+
î

with a better distance, then the equation B.2 and the subsequent inequalities
prove that e+

î
would also be a superior predecessor for e+

i∗ , contradicting the assumption. Thus,
the lemma holds for all k.

Together, we conclude that every outgoing edge e+
ĵ+k

, 0 ≤ k ≤ j∗− ĵ is assigned i∗ as the optimal

predecessor, including e+
j∗ itself. After encountering all triples from the stack, any outgoing edge

is updated eventually with its optimal distance, concluding the correctness of algorithm 7.

In total, the runtimes amount toO
(
(k+l) log l

)
for finding the angle-closest edges, plusO

(
k log k

)
to sort the triples, and finally O

(
k+ l

)
for algorithm 7. Together, all outgoing edges of a vertex

can be updated in O
(
(k + l) log kl

)
steps, which implies the runtime stated in theorem B.1.

C Diverse route alternatives - Experiments

C.1 Parameters

Suitable parameters for the comparison of diversity and cost of KSP outputs were found experi-
mentally. The following parameters refer to instance 1 with 20m resolution.

• find-ksp-max: We use 8, 12, 14 and 18 cells as the minimal maximum distance of the
next path to all k − 1 previous ones.

• find-ksp-mean: 4, 6, 8 and 10 cells average distance between the new path and the
average path were required.

• greedy-set: 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 were used as the maximum intersection over union.

• k-dispersion: For the Jaccard distance, all paths with cost less than 100.5% or 101%
of the optimal path cost are considered and the most diverse set is used. For the Yau-
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Hausdorff distance, only the paths with less than 100.25% or 100.5% of the resistances of
the least cost path were taken into account in a feasible processing time.

• corridor-penalizing: A penalty of at most 1% is added in descending height the further
a cell is from the k − 1 previous paths. The penalty decreases linearly with the distance,
until reaching zero in a distance of 10, 20, 40 or 60 cells from the previous paths.

C.2 Qualitative results

Figure 26, Figure 28, Figure 27 and Figure 29 show further qualitative results for the computation
of 5 diverse alternative routes in Instance 1. Clearly, the paths in Figure 28 are most diverging,
while for other methods the routes are very close to each other at low thresholds. Algorithms
that minimize the intersection (e.g. Figure 27) obtain both closely aligned and completely diverse
paths. Overall, the outputs are strongly dependent on a good parameter calibration.

8.0 12.0 14.0 18.0

Figure 26: Qualitative evaluation of the find-ksp-max method

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 27: Qualitative evaluation of the greedy-set method
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4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

Figure 28: Qualitative evaluation of the find-ksp-mean approach

1.005 1.01

(a) Jaccard distance

1.0025 1.005

(b) Yau-Hausdorff distance

Figure 29: Qualitative evaluation of the k-dispersion algorithm
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D Sensitivity analysis

Secondly, in section 5 we focus on one instance, Instance 1, because it is the smallest instance
and consequently the analysis could be executed with 20m resolution in sensible time, even though
more than 20 times 5 alternatives have to be computed. However, we were interested to analyze
whether the results are strongly dependent on the instance. We therefore also executed the analy-
sis for Instance 2 and show the main results in Figure 30. The same conclusions as for Instance
1 can be drawn: greedy-set and k-dispersion (Jaccard) clearly outperform other methods
with respect to the Intersection over Union or Jaccard metric, whereas corridor-penalizing
and find-ksp-mean maximize the maximum and average Euclidean distance respectively.

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Jaccard distance
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f c
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ts

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Yau-Hausdorff distance (in raster cells)

corridor-penalizing
find-ksp-max
find-ksp-mean
greedy-set
k-dispersion (Yau-Hausdorff)
k-dispersion (jaccard)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Mean Euclidean distance (in raster cells)

Figure 30: Cost-diversity trade-off for Instance 2.

D Sensitivity analysis

Different visualization methods were explored to show the sensitivity to different parameter con-
figurations. For example, the layer weights used in the initial data pre-processing (subsection 3.1)
can be varied and the difference in output can be observed. In addition, the pareto-optimal paths
with respect to various cable weights and angle weights can be computed. The outputs can be
visualized as a distribution of paths across the instance in order to show the most robust routes
that optimize the path in most configurations.

Figure 31 shows the distribution of paths across instance 2 (20m resolution) as computed in
71 configurations: 1 is the optimal path with the given input configuration, 24 paths are pareto-
optimal paths computed with the combination of 6 cable weights and 4 angle weights, then the
weights of 12 geographic layers were set to 3 different weights, and last 10 alternatives were
computed with the corridor-penalizing method. This yields 1 + 24 + 36 + 10 = 71 paths
that are spread across the instance. Figure 31 shows the resistances (black: forbidden region,
dark to white), and the paths coloured by their occurrence: The green path appears in many
configurations, while the orange/red ones are output rarely. In general Figure 31 shows that for
this instance the output is rather robust to the input parameters, since there is a clear optimal
route and surprisingly few variation considering the large number of 71 paths.
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Figure 31: Sensitivity analysis visualized as a distribution of paths across the instance. black: forbidden region,
dark to white: lower to higher resistance
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